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F-=FOREWORD
The Act of Congress establishing the Weather Bureau as of July 1, 1891,
provided, a,mong other things, for "the taking of such moteorological obselvations as may be necessary to establish and record climatic conditions in the
United States." To accomplish this an extensive system of climatological stations was set up. Under this system, which is still in operation, the Weather
Bureau furnishes the instruments for observations taken by over 12,000 voluntoer obseryers who regularly contribute their time so that their own and future
generations may benefit by the steady accumulation of climatological information.
Persons interested in the volunteer observer program may obtain further
information from the Weather Bureau State Climatologist for their area. (See
Appendix I.)
. Acknowledgment is also given to the approximately 1,800 other persons
and agencies who gratuitously provide the Weather Bureau with climatological
da,ta from their own instruments.
The rocords of the climatological observer are used'constantly to ansrver
questions and guide the actions of public agencies, agricultural and commercial
organizations, and individuals, thereby hetping them to benefit most frorn the
natura,l resources of the country. Their records also form a basis for preparedness in case of national emergencies. The observer who each day ftrithfully records the readings of his instruments and the weather conditions at liis
station is performing a very valuable public service. The climatic data that
its corps of loyal obseryers has accumulated is a continuing source of gratitucle
and pride to the lVeather Bureau.
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INTRODUCTION
This manual has boen prepa,red primarily to serye as a guide to obseryers
who voluntarily take and record observations of temperature, precipitation,
evaporation, soil temperature, or atmospheric phenomena for the 'Weather
Bursau. The instructions pertain to the exposure and the operation and
maintenance of instruments and equipment used by the observer, as well as to
tho observations. The instructions supersede those heretofore published as
Circular B, Tenth Edition, ((fnstructions for Climatological Observers.,,
The person taking the obseryations is called a, cli,matologi,cal, obseru;er, a,nd,
i

the place where the observations are taken and recorded is called a cli,matol,ogi,-

cal stati.on. The primary function of a climatological station is to provide a
daily record of the precipitation, temperature, or other meteorological phenomena observed. This record, which serves as the basis for the climatological
history of the station, is published by the JVeather Bureau in such forms as
monthly and annual summaries. Insofar as possible, each station is selected

that the meteorological record will be representative of the locality in which
the station is located.
AII references to temperature in this manual relate to the Ifahrenheit scale.
IMhen a number is to be rounded, note whether the fraetional parb to be
dropped is equal to or greater than one-half. ff it is, the digit preced"ing it
will be increased by one. If it is not, the preceding digit will not be changed.
For example, t0.25 inches rounded to the nearest tenth becomes 10.8 inches;
35.4 inches rounded to the nearest whole number becomes 3b inches. Algebraic
signs will be disregarded-for example, -1.5" X'. becomes -2o X'. when
rounded to the nearest whole deg'ree.
so
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CLIMATOLOGICAL STATIOI\S
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IOOO. GEI\ERAL

1010. Station Activities and fnstrumentation.
there are three types of climatological
stations-namely, precipitation, temperature and
precipitation, and evaporation stations.

In general,

IOl0.1" The oqcurrence of earthquakes is
ported by altr ctrimatological observers. At

rese-

lected stations observers forward rn'eekly reports
of the effect of weather on crops and a description of current farming operations in the loca1ity.

l0ll" Precipitation Stations. At these stations,
measurements are made daily of the depth of rainfalI, snow, and other forms of precipitation, and
records are kept of the character, type, and time
of occurrence. Each station is normally furnished
a nonrecording gage or a weighing-type recordirrg

gage.

Some stations are furnished precipitation

scales.

i

I

1012" Temperature and Precipitation Statiorls.
Observations of current air temperature, and of
the maximum and minimum temperature between
observations, are taken and recorded daily. The
stations are provided with maximlrm and minirnum thermometers and an instrument shelter for
exposing and protecting the thermometers. The
station serves as tu precipitation stationr &s described"

in

IT

1011.

1013. Evaporation Stations. The amount of
water evaporating from an open, freely exposed
p&n, the amount of wind movement over the pan
and, at many stations, the d*y- and wet-buIb temperatures of the air are observed and recorded
daily. The stations are provided with ( 1) an
oyaporation pan and the necessary measuring apparatus (stilling well and gage), (2) an anemometer, and, when required, a wet- and dry-bulb
psychrometer and a water storage tank. These
stations also serve as temperature and precipitation stations, as described in T 1011 and 10L2.
1014. Soil Temperature Stations. The cument
or diurnal range of temperature in the soil is observed and recorded daily at selected stations.

The stations are provided with therrnometers or
sensing elements located in and under undisturbed

soil at

selected depths.

1020. Local Serviees. Climatological obsenrers
who so desire may furnish to the public, includ.irg ne\\-spapers and radio stations, readings made
frorn Weather Bureall instruments and reports of
any meteorological phenomena, observed at the
station" The furnishing of weather information
to persons or organizations outside the \Meather
Bureau is left entirely to the discretion of the
observer. I\rhen n-eather information okrtained
in accordance with instructions in this manual is
furnished, it rnay be identified as Weather Bureau
data, for all except legal purposes. Court offi.cials desiring to subpoena lVeather Bureau records, should h,e informed that original records
and certified copies of such records may be obtained through the nearest lYeather Bureau office.
1100. ADMIi\ISTRATIOI\ OF STATIOI\S

1110. Supervision. The JMeather Bureau Official concerned with the supervision of each climatological station will be designated in separate
instructions.
1l 11" Requesting Supplies" fnstrumentsr reporting forms, envelopes, and other necessary
supplies rvill be furnished by the official having
supervision of the station. A space is provided
on reportirg forms for listing supplies needed I
however, if any items are required before time
to forward the u,'eather record, they may be requested by letter.
1112. Reporting f)efective Instruments. Damaged or defective Weather Bureau equiprnent or
instruments should be reported promptly to the
supervising official, who will inform the observer
regardi^g the disposition to be made of the equipment or instrument. The boxes and packing material with which thermometers, clocks, and other
delicate instruments are packed should be pre-
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for use when returnirg defective units" Defective units should be carefully packed and" in
the same manner &s they were found upon receipt"
1120. Establishing, Maintainins, and Inspecting
Stations. A lVeather Bureau representative will
be responsible for the installation of all instruments iurnished an observer, and will instruct him
in technique of observirg the weather, reeordirg
the data, and caring for the instruments and equipment. The station u,ilI be visited periodically
for the purpose of reviewirg the records, discussing problerns involved in observing and recordi*g
,r.uthu* d ata, and for moving, inspecting, and"
maintaining instrurnents and equipment.
112I. Maintenanee. The instruments and other
equipment furnished the station should be maintained in accordance with instructions pertaining
to the individual item of equipment. Instruments should not be moved or relocated without
the approval of the supervising official, unless imrnediate action is necessary to prevent damage to
them. However, replacement parts forwarded to
the observer may be installed by him, unless otherwise indicated. The growth of vegetation, trees,
and shrubs: or the occuruences of other changes in
the surroundings affecting the exposure of instruments and necessitating their relocation should be
brought to the attention of the supervising official,
so that plans can be rnade for a visit by u field aide
to improve the exposure or move the equipment.

served.

1200. OBSERVATIOI\S
1210. Number and Time. ObserYers shoulcl
take one observation at approximately the same
time daily, preferably between 5 p.m. and 8 p.m.
{Jnder certain conditions, the meteorologist in
charge of the supervising office may request additional observations. At some stations where it is
necess ary to measure precipitation in the morninsr
uSually between 6 a.m. and 8 4.m., temperature
readings may be taken at the same time although
evening temperature re.adings are preferred. At
evaporation stations, att, elements should be observed at one time daily, preferably in the mornirrg when the rate of evaporation is low. If an
evening observation time is necessary, it should be
late hour.
,u
LZLL. The time of duy that observations are
taken should be shown to the nearest hour on the
reportirg form. JMhen only precipitation meas-

at

urements are made in the morning, the time these
measurements are made, as rvell as the time temperature readings are taken in the evening, should'
be entered on the record,.

LZL[. Tttro important facts to remember aro:
(

1) Thermometers must be set only

once eaeh

24 hours at the stated hour of observation
time.

(2) The nonrecording rain gage should

be

emptied onlY once each 21 hours'
T22O. Continuity of Observations. Continuity
of meteorological record is very important. Observers who agree to assllme responsibility for
observations are requestec-L to take n'hatever measures are necessary to insure that an observation
rvill be made during the same hour each doy
throughout the year. A member of tile observer's
family or some other competent person should be
taught to take and record observatiorls in the event
of the observer's absence.

1300" RECORDS
1310. Forms. Forms for recorcling weather
data are furnished by the superYising oilice.
1320. Preparation of Forms. Instmctious for
the recordirg of precipitation, teurperitttlre. And
evaporation data are given on the coYer of eircir pad
of fo**.. Carbon copies shoulcl be prepirrecl in
accordance with 1T 1330. Enter in the proper
spaces, the station name as speciflecl bv the sullervising official, county, and State, mouth zrtlcl Yearr,
time of observation, etc. A11 this inf onnation
is necessary for identifying the \reather data

throughout the life of the record. Legibility of'
is important I a form that is difficult to
"u.otd.
read may lose much of its vaIue. A sharp, mediurnhard pencil and good carbon paper should be used'
lYhen carb,on paper does not make a c1ear, easilyread copy, it should be discarded. A firm backing,
such as a sheet of oil board, placed just beneath
the record forms being prepared will help in making a legible record. When a mistake is made, do
not attempt to erase or rvrite over it I draw a line
through the incoruect entry and record the correet
figure either to the right or left of it, or on the
margin of the form.
1330. Disposition of Records. The original and
first carbon copy of the report will be mailed"
promptly at the close of the period of record"

r.
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(usually monthly) to the office designated to reit. A carbon copy shoulcl be kept by the
observer for at least 2 months. Additional'copies
should be prepared and forwarded when requested by the supervising official. Autographic
records, such as the charts from weighing-type
ceive

precipitation gages, will be forwarded as specified
by the supervising official. Franked envelopes:
which require no .postage, are furnished for mai.I
irg weather records, submitting requests for supplies, or for reportirg defective instruments and
equipment to the superyisingsfficial.
;.
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Medium-sized instrument shelter showing maximum and minimum thermometers mounted on cross board.

CHAPTER

2. AIR

TEMPERATURE

2OOO, GEI\ERAL

2010. Types of Readings. The temperature
in the followirg paragraphs,

near the center

are taken from maximum and minimum.thermom-

2lll. Exposure and rnstallation. The grouncl
over which the shelter is located should b*, in
general, representative of the surrounding area"
A level open space or clearing is desirable so
that the thermometers are ventilated insofar as
possible by an unobstructed florv of air. An installation on a steep slope or in a sheltered hollo.w
is to be avoided, unless the site is representative of
the area, or data from the particular site is desired.
Whenever possible, the shelter strrould not be
closer to any obstruction than trn ice ( preferably
four times) the height of the obstruction (tree,
fence, building: etc. ) . rt should be at least 100
feet from any area having extensive concrete or
paved surfaces.
2111.1. The shelter should be installed with
the bottom about + feet above the ground, and
with the door facing north (in the l{orthern }femisphere), so that the sun cannot shine on the thermometers rvhen the door is opened durirg the duy.
2ILI..2, The shelter should be mounted rigidly
so as to minimize vibrations. For example, vibrations from strong winds tend to displace the index
of iiquid-in-glass rninimum thermometers, rvith resulting erroneous readings. In some installations
w'here errors from r,,ibration of the shelter are

reaclings, as defined

eters" They comprise the temperature readings
ta,ken at temperature stations. JMhen water temperature observations are taken at evaporation stations, they are taken in accordance with section
++00.

2oll. Minimum Temperature. The minimum
air temperature is the lowest temperature that has
occurred since the precedi*g reading and setting of
the minimlrrn thermometer.
2012. Maximum Temperature. Ttre maximum
air temperature is the highest temperature that has
occurred since the maximum thermometer was
read and set.

2013. Current Temperature" The current air
[emperature is the temperature at the time the thermometers are read.
2O2O. Exposure of Thermometers. The exposrlre of thermorneters in a suitable shelter and
location is a basie requirernent for representatirre
a,ir temperature readings"

2030. Types of Thermometers. At stations
where maximunl, minimuffi: and current air temperatures are observed, liquid-in-glass type thermometers are in general Lrse.

2IOO. SHETTERS

2110. General" The shelter most often used for
maximum and minimum thermometers is the
lVeather Bureau medium-sized type ( see fig. 2-1) ,
rvhich has louvered sides with a double top designed t,o protect the thermometers from precipitation, condensation, and radiation. The louvered
construction permits air to circulate freely through
the shelter. A cross board (or a" vertical post)

is provided for mountirg

the

thermometers.

frequent, the thermometers are mounted on a separate post, rvhich enters the shelter through a hole
in the bottom.
27L2. Maintenanee. Dust the inside of the shelter occasionally with a dry cloth, and inspect the

supports to insure that the shelter is securely
mounted.

2l}-'2.l. R*port any defects in the shelter
changes
(

see

11

and"

in its exposure to the supervising offieial

1112)

"

I
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22OO. LIQUID-IN-GLASS

THERMOMETERS is lowered to a reading position, the top of

the
temperahighest
column of mercury indicates the
ture-reached'

22LO. Maximum Therrnometers. The maximum thermometer of the liquid-in-glass type has
a mercury-filled. bulb (serrsing elelent)'and is 2220. Minirnum Thermorneters' The minimum

thermometer of the liquid-in-glass type has an
alcohol-flIled bulb (sensing element) and is exzi).
horizontal position (see fig' 2-3) '
tween the bulb and the graduated portion of tfr" posed in a nearly
are etched onthe stem'
stem. Graduations at 1o interyals are etched on Graduations at 1o intervals
to facilitate reading'
colored
often
is
alcohol
The
the stem. As the temperature rises, some of the
contains a dark
thermometer
the
bore
of
The
expanding mercury in the bulb is forced to pass
an ('index"
called
glass
piece
of
dumbbell-shaped
bore into
the
of
through the constricted portion
-lryhenever
the tempera,- (3e". nS. 241.). As the temperature rises, tho
the graduated. portion.
the inclex withture falls, the column of mercury remains m tfre alcohol expands and flows around
the top of
shorvs
2-4A
Figure
graduated portion, so that when the thermometer out dispiacing it.

in a nearly horizontal position (see fig.
The bore is constricted ('see fig. d_4 6-

exposed

x'reunn

2-2.

Bulb end of maximum thermometer, showing constriction in the bole.

2-3" Maximum and minimum thermometers of
liquid-in-glass type, showing proper installation of the
support on the cross board of the shelter and correct
o,set,, position of the thermometerl
support.
.in th.
'Note
photographing the minimum

Frcunro

that parallax error in

thermometer causes an indicated minimum temperature
of almost 84" F. Had the lens of the camera (or the observers eye ) been directly in front of the index in the
thermometer, a more nearly correct reading of approxi'mately 83' n'. would have been obtained.

il

t

I
I

I
I
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;

f'reunn 2-4. Minimum thermometer sketches.

the alcohol column some distance to the right of
tlre index" In figure 2-48, the alcohol column has
retreated with falling temperature until the top
of the column just touches the end of the index.
Ary further cooling causes the top of the column
to move nearer the bulb, carrying the index with
it. lYhen the ternperature rises again, the alcohol
column moves toward the top of the bore rvithout
rnoving the index, thereby leaving the index to
indicate the lowest temperature reached. Figure
2-1C shows incorrect reading caused by an index
trapped in a broken alcohol column (see par"
2262).

223a" Thermometer Support. Maximum and
minimum thermometers of the liquid-in-glass type
are mounted in instrument shelters on supports
simitrar to type illustrated in figu re z-b. The support serves to facilitate reading of the thermometers and setting them to the current temperature at
the time of observation. ft also serves to hold the
thermometers in their proper position between
observations. The support consists of two tubular
shafts fastened to a metal base plate. Clamps for
the thermometers are attached to the ends of the
*,qhafts. The longer shaft holds the maximum
thermometer, rvhich is free to rotate u'hen a catch
is released. A pin in the stud supporting the
shorter shaft, which holds the minimurn thermometer, restricts its rotation to about a quarter
of a turn (90").
2240. Mounti'g Thermometers. The thermometer support should be mounted with screws near
the center of the shelter. ft should be placed either
near the center of the oross hoard or on the vertical

post when one is provided" The support should be

with the longer shaft ( see fig. 2-5) at
the bottom and rvith the longer sides of the base
plate vertical. JVhen properly installed and with
the maximum and minimum thermometers properly set (see 11 21L1.2 and 2172.2), the bulb end of
the minimum thermometer wili be slightly (about
5') below the hortzontal, and the bulb end of the
maximum thermometer will be slightly (about 5')
aborre the horizontal"
2241. The thermometers should be mounted on
the support so that the bulbs are exposed freely to
the flow of air through the shelter. They should
not touch the cross board or any other object in
the shelter rvhen they are being set or while they
are set.
224T"1. 'Ihe metal back of the maximum thermometer should be clamped to the lorver (longer)
shaft of the support at a point 3Yz inches from the
high-temperature end of the back, rvith the bulb
end to the left rvhen the thermometer is set ( see
Tl 2472.2 and fig. 2*3).
224L.2. The metal back of the minimum thermometer should he clamped to the upper (shorter)
shaft of the support slightly less than one-half
the length of the thermometer from the high temperature end and with the bulb end of the therrnometer to the left rvhen the thermometer is set
(see 11 2+1L.2 and fig. 2-3) .
225a. Maintenanee. oit the longer shaft (see
fig. 2-5) of the support occasionally with a, thin
motor oil. lVipe any visible oil from the surface of
the support"
fastened

10
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Support for }iquid-in-glass type, maximurn
and" minimum thermometers.

2260. f)efectiveThermometers. Defective thermometers that cannot be corrected in accord ance
with the followirg instructions should be reported
promptly to the Weather Records Processing Center or other superYising ofifrce.
226L" Maximum Thermometers. The constriction (see fig" 2-2) in soms therrnometers of this
type may not be small enough to prevent mercury
from withdrawing into the bulb rvhen the temperature falls after reaching a maximum value. This
defect is shown by a decrease in the length of the
column as it rests on the constriction when the
thermometer is in a vertical position. Improper
handlirg of a maximurn thermometer may darnage
the constriction (by enlargirg it), and permit the
column to withdraw. lMhen the mercury withdraws too freely into the bulb, the thermometer is
termed a (trstneater." As soon as a, thermometer
with this defect is found, it should be replaced
with a serYiceable one.
2261.L. [n contrast to the retreater, a therrnometer may have A constriction so small that it is

yery difficult to return the mercllrv to the bulb,
particularly at lou, temperattlres. Such z1 thermometer should be reported to the super\-ising
official"

2261.2. So,metimes a short segtnetrt of Inercury will lodge in the upper encl of tire bore. In
such a case, hold the thermometer vertically with
the bulb upward and tap the metal back gently
with a, finger until the colutnu lnerges with the
segment at the bottom, then lorver the bu1b, allowclorvn the bore to
the constriction" JMhen the segtnent cannot be
united with the rest of the columu in this manner,
remove the thermometer from the support and
whirl it as described tn \2262.3. When neither of

irg the column to slide slorrlv

the foregoirrg methocls is stlccessful, request a
serviceable replacement f rom the superYising
officia1.

2262" Minimum Thermometers. Sometimes the
alcohol column of a minimum thermometer may
become separated into segments, resulting in
erroneous readings. The separations may appear

AIR TEMPtrRATURtr
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metal back opposite the broken column sharply
against the fleshy portion of the palm of the hand
(see fig. 2-6) . Repeat this procedure several
times. The thermometer must not be held in such
a manner that the fingers or any part of the hand
presses against the stem of the therrnometer.
2262.2. A short quick swing of the arm is
often effective in forcing the index into the bulb
and reunitirg segments of the alcohol column.
Grasp the therrnometer firmly by the edges of
the metal back a little above the midpoint. Avoid
pressure on the glass tube with the fingers or any
part of the hand. Wittr the arm extended upward
(see fig. 24), quickly swing the thermometer
downrvard through an arc of 3 or 4 feet, stopping
the motion suddenly rvhen the thermometer is vertical. Sometimes it will be necessary to repeat this
operation a, number of times to unite detached"
segments.

Fleunu 2-6. Reuniting alcohol column of minimum
thermometer by striking the therrnometer against the
palm of the hand.

as small bubbles, which make the column too
long and which may trap the index (see fig. 21C).
Segments of the column may separate completely
from the principal column and remain in the upper
portion of the bore. In this case the column will
be too short and result in temperature readings
that will be too Iow. The thermometer should be
carefully inspected periodically to see if such de-

2262.3. A modification of the procedure speci11 2262.2 consists in rvhirling the thermometer rapidly on a short cord. For this purpose, a stoul cord is passed through the hole in the
top of the metal back of the thermometer and tied.
Firmtry grasp the cord 6 to 8 inches from the
thermometer and whirl it rapidly. Considerahle
care and practice are required to rn'hirl the ther-

fied in

fects have developed. A^y of the methods described below may have to be repeated several
times before segments of a column are reunited"
In extreme cases 15 to 20 minutes may be required
to unite the separated columns completely. IIowover no method should be continued so long and
so forcefully as to risk breaking the thermometer.
When repeated attempts fail to unite the segments, replace the thermometer with a serviceable
orle. An alcohol thermometer should be kept in
a vertical position for several hours after segments
of a, column have been united to permit any
alcohol olinging to the sides of the bore to drain
d.own"

2262.1" To dislodge an entrapped index or to

unite detached segments of alcohol, grasp the
thermometer securely a litt1e below the middle,
with the bulb end down" Strike the edge of the

Freunp 2-7. Reuniting alcohol column of minimunt
thermometer by centrifugal force.

r
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it safely* This method
will often bring down an entrapped index and

rnometer rapidly and stop

unite detached segments of the column. Make sure
that the cord is not cut by the thermometer back
as it is rvhirled.

set until they have been read at the tinne of
the next observation.
(S

24OO. TEMPERATTJRE OBSERYATIOITS

24OL. Thermometer

Readings. Thermometers

are read and the readings are recorded to the nearest whole degree" Below-zero temperatures are

)

Make sure that the line of sight, from the
of the thermometer" For example, where liquid-inglass thermometers are useC, the line of
sight to the end of the liquid column far*
thest from the bulb should make an angle of
90" with the stem (see fig. 2-10), and in the
case of dial-type thermomeeters, make sure
that the eye is directly in front of the
pointer that is being read
eye is perpendicular to the seale

"

2410. Liquid-in-Glass Thermometers. Liquidin-g1ass type thermometers are read and set as fo}lows

(,see

12473)

.

2411. Minimum Thermometers. The liquid-in*
glass minimum thermometer is read in its ((set'?
position (see fig. 2:3) .

24LI.1" Minimum Temperature. The mini*
mum temperature is the scale reading of the mini*

Frcunn 2-8. Parallax errors in reading thermorneters.
The sketeh shows a correct reading of 81' n'., and
erroneous readings of approximately 80" f'. and 82" E.
owing to the eye being below and above the level of
the top of the liquid column respectively.

recorded with a minus ( - ) sign prefixed; for example, a temperature of 1o below zero is written
a,s -l) 50 below Zero'&s *5e etc. A temperature

of

zero is recorded as 0.

24Ol.I.

Aeeuracy in Readings. When readthermometers, observe the follor,virg general
precautions against errors :

irg

1)

Stand as f ar from the thermometers as possible to prevent bod), heat from changirg
the indicated readings. (This precaution
is' particularly important in cold weather.)
{2) Do,, not touch the temperature-sensing elements (e.g., the butrbs of liquid-in-glass thermometers), especially from the time the
maximum and minimum thermometers are
(

mum thermometer at the end of the index far*
thest from the bulb (see fig. 2-g or 2-4a) " The
thermometer is read before it is moved from the
position in rvhich it \\'as set at the time of the,
precedirg minimum temperature observation.
24LL,2. Setting Minimum Thermometers"
To set a minirnum thermometer, turn it clockn'ise
to a vertical position, bulb uppermost (see fig. 211), and allow the index to fa1l to the end of the
column of a1cohol" Then turn the thermometer
counterclockwise as far as the pin in the stud of
the support will permit (the bulb end of the thermometer should then be inclined about 50 below
the horizontal) .
2412. Maximum Thermometers. Carefully release the catch on the support of the maximum
thermometer and sIou,,ly lorver the bulb until the
thermometer is in a vertical or nearly vertical
position ( see fig. 2-10a) , with the mercLlry column
resting against the constriction in the lower portion of the bore.
24T2.01. Do not lox-er the bulb suddenly, especially when the length of the mercury column
is relatively long, such as in warm rveather, as
the weight of a long column may force solrle of the
mercury through the constriction thus causing an
erroneous reading.

2412.02. Do not touch the stem or bulb, par*
ticularly when lowering the thermometer to a read-

AIR
irrs position or while returning

i'rn

:

(see IT 2413) , since heat
eruoneous reaclings.
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it to its ttset') posi-

from the-hzr,nd may

'ir L1:e

21L2.1. Maximurm Temperature. The maxi-

lrtlln temperature occurrirg since the maximum
iher'l]Iorrleter

previously set is the scale reading
taken rvith the
bulb lowered to a readi*g position.
24L2,2, Setting the Thermometer. To set a"
nraximllm thermometer from a reading position
rr-lrirl the thermometer r.apidly (see fig. Z_g) , alrr

\y?ts

t the top of the mercllry column,

lowing it to whirl freely until it cornes to rest.
\\-ith the bulb end dor,vnward to arroid danger
of clamagirg the constriction, start the rvhirling
nrotion rapidly. Repeat the whirling until the
nrercury column will not retreat farther into the
lrulb; that i*, until the column is not separftted
irt, or below the constriction (see fig. 2-101)).
]Iove the catch on the support until it touches
the longer shaft of the support, and carefully eler-ate the

bulb end of the thermometer until the

cirtch locks the shaft (see fig. 2-g) in place orr
the support. The thermometer is nolv ttset" ; thnt
is, it is ready to indicate the maximum tempera-

n. Reoding Position
tr-reunn

b.

After

tUhirling

2-10. Sketches of distribution of mercury near
( a ) be-

constriction in bore of maximum thermometer
foreu and (b) after whirling"

ture that oceLlrs before it, is again set in the same
manller"

24L2.3. Current Temperature, The current
temperature is read from the maximum thermometer while the thermometer is in a vertical
position af ter tt has been whirled. This temperature is the scale reading at the end of the meroLlrJ,r
column farthest from the bulb (see fig. 2*10b). It
must not be read from the maximlrm thermometer
except immediately after the thermometer is set,
that i*, at the tirne of maximum temperature
observations.

2412"4. If tu need develops for the cument
temperature between observations, it may be obtained from the minimum thermometer by read*

i*g the top of the alcohol column without

Frt+unp

2-9" Maxirnurn therrnometer in approximately

vertical (reading position) and in a safe position for
beginning napid rvhirling
fi24234o_62-.:-8

of the therrnometer.

dis-

Lurbing the instrument.
2413" Order of Heading and Setting Therrrrorneters. At the time of maximum and minimlrm
temperature observations (see 11 1210), read ancl
reset thermorneters and record the readings to
tlre nearest .whole degree on 1\rB Form 6L2-7 or

L4
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a

in Yertical position
during resetting of index to current air temperature.

n'rcunn 2-71. Minimum thermometer

\

o

O.

on the permanent record forms in use, such as
WB Forrns 6L2-13,612-1+, or 612-25, it accordance with Par. 2+30. With liquid-in-glass type
thermometers, perform these operations in the
followirg order:
(1) Minimurn Temperature-Read right end
of index in minirnum thermometer.
(2) Maxirnurn Temperature-Ilnlock and
slowly lower maximum thermometer; then
read top of mercury column.
(3) IMhirI maximum thermometer until its
reading agrees (within 1') with reading
at top of alcohol column of minimum thermometer. JMhen the trvo thermometers
differ by more than 1o, report the condition to the supervising offi.ce.
(1) Ternperature at Observslion-Read this
temperature from the maximum after it
has been whirled except at evaporation
stations (see T 4310).
( 5 ) Lock the maximum thermometer in its
ttset" position.
(6) fnvert minimum until index drops to end
of alcohol column.
(7) Return minimum to its nearly horizontal
position.
( B ) Close the instrument shelter.
I{or:n.-Thermometers should be "set" only 'onee each

$

\

4.

D.

6.

'(.

*r.

-D

r,
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2430. Entry of Temperature Readings on Permanent Reeorcl Forms. Due to the risk of joltirg, vibration, or unauthorized resettinsr the maximurn and minimum temperature readings are
more likely to be in error than current temperature readings. Therefore, note the current temperature readirg at the precedi*g observation and
compare it with the ,maximuffir minimuffir and
current temperature readings at the present observation. The present maximum temperature
should be as high or higher than the cument
temperature at the precedirg observation. Similarly, the present minimum temperature should
be as low or lower than the curuent temperature
at the precedirg observation. The maximurn and.
minimum data are recorded on the date read erren
though the recorded reading may actually harre
occurred on the preced,irg duy.

15
EXAMP,LE

Current temperature reading yesterd. ay-----------'

Maximum temperature recorded on the form for today (the highest of the foregoing values) _______
Minimum temperature reeord.ed on the form for to-

'

{;

6T

2440. Erroneous Readings. Where the shelter
is subjected to noticeable vibration, by the wind
for example, or where errors in temperature readings resulting from vibration of the thermometers
have been observed on several occasions, report,
the condition to the supervising official.

244}. lYhen tts,et" readings of current air temperature from separate maximum and minimum
th."*ometers differ by more than 1o, report the
condition to the supervising office.

CHAPTER

3.

PRECIPITATTOIT

3OOO. GEI\ERAL

3010" Introduction. The terms li.quzd precd,pi,tatd,on and rainfall include drtzzle as well as rain;
the term sol,id prectpi,tut,ion includes atrl solid forms
(snow, sleet, hail, ice crystals and, for the purpose

of precipitation measurements, freezing rain as
well ) . fnstructions f,or the measurement of solid
forms are also npplicahle to the measurement of a
mixture of liquid and solid forms.
3020. Types of Measurements. Measurements
are made of the vertical depth of the water equivalent (liquid eontent) of all forms of solid precipitation. These measurements a,re mad,e nt the
amount of precipitation that falls to the ground
during at, known period of time, such as the 21
hours between daily precipitation observations
( see 1T 1210 ) . Measurements are also made of the
depth of solid precipitation on the ground.
3030. Precipitation Gages. rn its simplest form,
e, precipitation gage is an open-mouthed can with
straight sides. Gages are installed with the open
end upward and the sides vertical. Improved
gages have been developed to facilitate the measurement of small amounts and to prorride a record
of the time of occurrence and of the intensity of
pnecipitation, etc. The two types generally used
at clirnatological stations are a nonrecording gage
and a weighing-type recording gage.
3031" Exposure of Gages. The exposure of a
rain gage is of primary importance in the accuracy
of precipitation measurements, especially snowfall measurements. An ideal exposure would eiiminate atrI turbulence and eddy curuents, near the
sage, that tend to camy away the precipitation.
The loss of precipitation in this manner tends to
increase with wind speed. rn open terrain, the
gage itself constitutes an obstruction to the wind"
Shields of the type shown in figure g-1 help to
rninim LZe precipitation tross by deflecting the wind
downward. rn spite of this defect, open terrain
often provides the hest exposure available.

3-1. Recorcliug, weighing-type precipitation gage
shorving u,ind shield installed. The shield shoulcl be
level and tops of lear-es one-half inch above leveL of

X-'reunn

gage coltecti.ng orifice"

3031.1. fndividual trees, buildingsr fences or
other small grolrps of isolated objects near the gage
may set up serious eddy currents, especially whe,n
their height above the gage is appreciable. As ir
general rule, isolated obstructions of this nature
should not Lre closer to the gage than twice ( preferably four times) the height of the object above the
gage.

3031.2. llrhen objects, u,,hich individually or
in small groups wolrld constitute obstructions, are
numerous and are so extensive that the prevailing
wind speed and, as & consequence, the turbulenc,e
and eddy currents have been reduced in the vicinity of the Sager the presence of such obj ects is
usually beneficial in providirg a more accurate
catch. The best exposures are often found, therefore, in orchards, openings in a grove of trees,
hushes or shruhhery, or rvhere fences and other
L7
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objects acting together serve as an effective windbreak. As a general rule in such areas, where the
height of the objects and their distance from the
gage is generally uniform, their height above the
gage should not exceed about twice their distance

from the

gage.

303I.3" fn areas where. heavy snowfall occursT
gages are mounted on supports (towers) at a,
height well aboye the average level to which snow
accumulates (see figure \-z)-note howeyer) that
this exposure would be better if the tower were
located in an area of trees of comparable height.
3031.4. Good exposures are not always per-

manent. The growth of vegetation, trees, and
shrubbery, and man-made alterations to the surroundings may change an excellent exposure to an

unsatisfactory one in
1T

1121)

a"

relatively short time

(

see

.

3031.5. For the coruect meas,urement of precipitation the open end of the gage (the receiver)
must be in a hori zantal plane. This can be checked
by laying a, carpenter)s level across the open top
of the gage in two directions; one crossing the
other at right angles. ff the top is not level in
both directions, the condition should he reported
to the supervising official: or if the observer levels
the gager a note should be added to the ohservation
form giving the date the defect \\,,as discovered and
the date it was corrected.
3040. Snow Boards. Snor,v boards are used as a,
means of identifying the surface of sllon- or ice

that has been covered by more recent snorvfall

x'rcunn

3*2. shielded, weighing-type, recording precipitation gage mounted on a snow tower.

(see lT 3141). They are used as an aicl in obtaining
representative samples of solid precipitation at
times when the catch in the gage is consiclered erroneous (as in windy rveather or with rvet snolr,),
and they are used to provide a reference level in
the measurement of the deptli of ne\v snowfall
and ice. Marlrers may be rnacle of thin metal,
boards, or other lightrveight material that will not
sink into the snow, but not so light that they are
likely to be blown away in strong rvinds. They
should be large enough to al1ow the cutting of rnore
than one snow sample from each marker-at least
16 inches by 16 inches is recolnrrended. After each
observation, the rnarkers should be removed from
the snow, cleaned and placed on top of the snow
in a representative location. They should be
pushed into the snow until the tops of the markers
are flush with the sno\y surface. Because of evaporation, or drifting, daily adjustment of the markers may be required between snowfalls. Light
colored and reflective material, such as polished
metal, or material covered with white cloth or
plastic, tends to minimize the nonrepresentative
melting of srow near the markers.

PRECIPITATION
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3050. Depth fndicators (Snow Stakes). Snow
stakes are used in regions of deep snow to indicate
the vert,ical depth of snow on the ground. Approximately 73/4-Lnch square stakes of appropriate
length should be used. The stakes should be
painted white to minimize undue melting of snow
immediately surrounding them. The entire length
of the stake should be graduated in inches, using
small black triangles or rectangles in the manner
shown in figure 3-3. I{umerals should be used to
indicate division,s of not more than tens of inches,
for exampl*, t'10" for 10 inches, cczo)) for 20 tnches,
etc. Divisions at Z-rndn intervals are preferred.
(

see

figure 3-B ) .

3051. Exposrrre. Stakes should be located on
relatively level ground where the snow depth is
most frequently representative of the average
depth orrer the surrounding area. \Mhere the surroundirg area, is hilly, and a, hillside slope provides more nearly representative exposure, a slope
with a northerly exposure in the Northern lfemisphere (away from the sun) will usually provide
the best depth measurements" The area around the
stake should be free from trees, buildings: and
other talI obstructions that may seriously affect
the wind flow or melting of snow near the stake.
Ifowever, low, leafless bushes, etc., near the stake
often help preyent driftirg of snow" The ground
at the base of the stake should be free of bushes,
taIl grass, etc. that might affect the Cepth or interfere with reading the depth of snow immediately
surrounding the stake. The zero line of the stake
should coincide with the ground. fn thick grass,
the zero line should be placed at approximately
the representative leve1 to which the grass wilt be
packed by snowfall.
3052. Installation, The stake must be installed
vertically with the zero end at the ground level, as
specified in II 3051. It may be held by bolting it
to a galvan rzed steel angle iron or wood post set
vertically and securely in the ground.

3060. Precipitation Scale. IMeighirg

Xnrcusn

3-3. Snow stakes, showing angle iron

supports.

scales,

such as the spring type shown in figure 31, ars
used at some stations in the determination of the
water equivalent of snow on the ground ( see 1T 3413
and sec. 3700). The scale shown is graduated for
use with the overflow can of an S-inch nonrecord-

ing gage (see fig. 3-5). A srnall hole is usually
drilled near the rim of the can for suspending it
from a hook on the scale.

2A
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outer can. Since rainfall depths in the overflow
can are not increased 10 times, this measuring stiek
should not be used in the can". trnstead, water from

the can should be poured into an empty measuring
tube for direct measurement with the stick (see
11 3310 (2) ) " With the rainfall receiver a,nd the
measuring tube rernoved, the overflow can serves
as il snow gege, and is used as such in winter
months for collectirg all forrns of precipitatiern
(see If 3140). Xt is also used to cut snow sarnples
for the determination of their r,vater equivalent

(see sec. 3400)

.

3120. lnstallation" The box in rvhich ths 8-inch
nonrecording gage is shipped is designed to serve

scale readings

of 0 to 11 inches of precipitation per-

tain to less than one revolution of the pointer ; during
the second revolution of the pointer the scale values
range from 11 to 22 inches"

3100. EIGHT.II\CH NOI\{RECORT}IIYG
GAGE
3 r 10. Description. The 8-inch nonrecording
gage (see fig. 3-5 ) consists of an overflow ca,n)
measuring tube, rainfall funnel, measllring stick,
end support. The top portion of the funnel is
exacttry 8 inches inside diameter, and is provided
with a, funnel-shaped bottom which conducts any
liquid precipitation caught in the receiver into the
tall cylindrical measuring tube. rn order to provide for measuring rainfall depth easily to hunclredths of an inch, the measuring tube has a, crosssection area that is one-tenth the cross-section area
of the funnel. Therefore, rvhen 1 inch of rain
falls into the funnel, it fiIls the measuring tube to
a depth of 10 inehes. Accordingly, the scale of the
measuring stick used with the tube is expanded 10
times, and since the scale is graduated to hundredths of an inch, the correct rainfall depth of
rvater in the tube is read directly to hundredths
from the stick. The measuring tube is za inches
in height and holds exactly 2.00 inches of rainfall.
A*y additional rainfall will overflorv into the

liL

lli

4-:_
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as a support for the instrument. The head of
the box, rvhich is fastened by screws, should he
removed and lor,vered to the level of the screw
holes in the sides of the box about 10 inches from
the bottom, where it can be securely fastened with
the scre\vs taken out upon opening the box. Ttre
box should be vertical and flrmly anchored to a
post or stakes set in the ground. The bottom of
the box should be 4 to 6 inches above the ground.
If a metal support is used, the sides should be
r.ertical and firm1y zrnchored. The bottorn of the
rain gage should be about 7a-72 inches above the
ground ( see fig. 3*6 ) .
3130, Maintenanee. rn order to rnaintain the
accltracy of the rainfall catch, the rneasrlring tuhe
and the rim of the receiver shoulcl be protected
from dents or other damage that rnight alter their
shape. Ary evidence that the tube or overflarv
can is leaking or that the receir.er is not level,
should be reported to the sulrer\-ising official"
3140. Winter Operation. \I-heir freezing temperatures or snow are 1ike1y to occur, remove the
rainf all receiver and measuring tube, and store
them in h convenient place, leaving the overflow
can exposed to catch any precipitation.
Norn"-rf water shoulcl freeze in the measuring
tube, the tube may split or expand, and be rendered
useless.

3141. lYhere the gage is not equipped with

ft

rvindshield, and rrhen the grolrncl is snorn' covered,
it is necessary to place depth markers (snow
boards) on the surface of the snow to prorride for
representative sarnpli*g of subsequent snox,faltr in
the event that the catch in the gage is not con-

sidered representatirre. I{arkers should be ex*

PRECIPITATION

3'reunp 3-5. Eight-ineh, nonrecording precipitation gage
showing, f,rom left to right, ( 1) the r,vooden box used as
a support for the overflor,v can, (2) the overflow can, ( 3 )

posed where the depth of snowfall is usually
representative of the average depth over the area
surrounding the gage and is least affected by drift-

i*g. JVhere the depth is frequently nonuniform,
serreral markers should be used, if practicable, to
facilitate obtainirg a representatirre measurement.
A remark should be included on the observation
form when the gage catch differs significantly

from the water equivalent of samples cut from the
snow surface. Differences of more than about
5 percent are considered significant. The larger
arnount should he recorcled as the snor,vfall for the
6242340 _62--4

the measuring tube, and (4) the
stick is shourn at the bottom.

funnel. The measuring

observation period, and the lessen amount should
be included as a remark, along with an indication
of whether it is from the gags or snow samples.

3200. WEIGHil\G-TYPE RECORDING
GAGE

3210. Description. The weighing-type recordi*g gage (see fig. g-7 ) ir designed to record the
rate of fall as well as the depth of precipitation.
ft consists of a receiver of exactly 8 inches inside
diameter through which precipitation is funneled
into a bucket mountecl on a rveighing mechanism.

r
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3-6. tright-inch nonreeording precipitation

The weight of the catch is recorded on a clockdriven chart as inches of precipitation" Cloek
cylinders usually are furnished with gears that
rotate the cylinder one revolution in 2+ hours"
Most of the recordirg gages rvill record up to 72
inches of precipitation; the capacity of a few is
limited to 6 or 9 inches. Three designs of weighirg and recordirg gages-Ilniversal ( Survey or
Reconnaissance), Fergusson, and Leupold-Stevens-are in use. Since most of the gages in
operation are the Ilniversal type, the followirg
instructions for operation and maintenance of recording gages are concerned with this type only.
Additional or differing instructions, where re-

lirl

quired
gages,

gage shor,ving metal support.

for the Fergusson ancl Leupold-Stevens
will

be issued to the stations concerned.

3220. Maixrtenanee. The llniversal-type weigh-

irg gage requires occasional calibration and other
adjustments to maintain accuracy of operation.
Such adjustments r,vill be made by inspectors with
suitable equipment. Clock failure, or any trouble
that cannot be corrected as outlined in the, followirg paragraphs, should be reported imrnediately
to the supervising official. The antifr eeze solution
used in rvinter operation is highly corrosive to the
metal bucket. R.port any breaks in the proteetive
liningr or evidence of corrosion promptly to the

supervising official.
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3-7.
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Recording, weighing-type precipitation gage, shown with the receiver assembly and outer shield removed.

operation.

Some Ilniversal gages are

equipped with an inspection door in the outer cylindrical shield to provide access to the record ( see
fig. 3-T), while on other gages of this type, the
outer shield must be raised or removed. Removal
of the receiver provides access to the bucket. Some
shields are held on the gage by two thumb catches
inside the shield on opposite sides near the top.
lVhenever it is necess&ry to lift or remove the
shield, remove the receiver first if the shield is
equipped with catches" In some installations it is
necess ary to turn the receiver stightly clockwise

before it can be removed. I]nless the shield and
receiver are removed together, the shield need not
be completely removed for normal operations; it
can be lifted until free to turn, and then turned
about L/z inch clockwise. It can then be lowered
until it is supported by the vertical guides, which
prevent the cover from being turned when it is in
place on the gage"

3230.1.

JMhen placing the bucket on the weigh-

irg platforffi, always turn it so that the ears of the
bucket cannot strike the catches on the outer shield
while the gage is in operation. When the bucket

F
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is equipped with an overflorv tube, set the hucket on
the platform so that the tube is a,bove the funnel
behind the chart cylinder.

(4) Place the bucket on the weighi*g platform.

3230,2. The pen Arm of the recordirg gags
sometirnes drop belorv and become caught

will

under the flange of the bottom of the clock cylinder"
This can be prevented by attaching a small piece of

to the base of the gage dir.ecttry
pen. ft should be thick enough to just
pa;ss under the base of the chart cylinder, and
placed so that the end of the chart clip will not
sponge rubber

beneath the

strike the buffer and stop or retard the revolution
of the chart"'

3231. Winter Operation. During the

season

rvhen snow and sleet as well as freezing tempera,tures are likely to occur) remove the fr-rnnel from

the bottom of the collector, and install the snow
ring if one has been provided. An antifreeze solution is placed in the bucket to melt snow falling
into it and to prerrent damage from freezing. The
antifreeze usually provided is a mixture of Z
pounds of commercial anhydrous calcium ehloride
{77 to 80 percent pure) and 6 ounces of oil packaged in a" metal container. lVhenever Z pounds
of the calcium chloride are thoroughly dissolved in
17/+ quarts to \r/z qunrts of water (at room temperature), and placed in the empty bucket, the
gage will be protected from freezing as follorvs:

i

l}

E'

,t
t
a

ts.

ii

Approri-

t[
If

tIt*
fncrease in gage reading oboua reading
when bucket i,s empty (inch,es of raintall,)

:*'

2.55

to 2.9'4 (initial charge) ---

4.00__
5.00_
6.00_
I'r

'

lreezing

point " F.

-00
_
5
+12
+16

i!'

Oil is added to the charge to retard evaporation of
rvater from the gage. lVhenerrer calcium chloride

Hb

Ii'

t'

is furnished rvithout oil, about six ounces of a
light-viscosity nonelnulsifyirg oil (flushing oil
or SAE 10 motor oi1) should be added to the solution. The follorvirg steps are suggested for plac-

i*g the solution in the gage:
( 1) Empty the bucket and replace it in gage.
(2) Turn the a,djusting screrv so that the pen
comes to the ZtrRO LINE on the chart.
(3) Remove the bucket from the SaSe, pour the
contents of the can (calcium chloride and
oil) into the bucket, add one can of water
and stir well.

f

s !:lr
l-'

"'i
r',

(5

)

Make no adjustment to the pen level after
anti-f reeze solution has been added. After
the anti-f reaze has been placed in the
bucket, the pen should res,t at about the
2.00-inch line. Enter a note on the chart
identifying the time and date the gagCI lyas
charged with anti-freeze.
Do not empty the bucket until the pen
reaches about the 5.00-inch lerrel. The
bucket should then be emptied and recharged as in (1) through (4). The solution shoutrd be stirred oecasionally after
rain or snow to help maintain a, uniform
mixturg"

3232. Tfirinding the Clock. The clock should be
wound each time the ehart is changed. LTse care
in winding, since some clocks have a tendency to
stop if wound too tightly.

3233. Pen. ( See fig. 3-B ) . Vfhen the pen fails
to feed ink, the florv of ink rnay be started by drawirg a piece of cellophane (or other viscose fiIm), or
smooth, lint-free paper (preferably bond) b*tu,een the nibs of the point to clean and rvet the
inner faces. Thin material should be usecl, and
with care) to prevent the nibs of the point from

being permanently bent or separated. It should
be inserted into the slot only about half the depth
of the slot. The pen should be held away from the
chart r,vith the pen bar during the cleaning opera,*
tion. The material should be drarvn through the

nibs u'ith a motion directed a\vay from the ink
reserYoir, and torvard the point.
3233.1. Filt the pen rvith enough ink to main*
tain the record for a r,veek, if possible. A pen that
is too full of ink is likely to overfiolv as it absorbs
water. Experience will indicate the proper
arnount

to use.

3233.2. fnk that is exposed to air tends to
absorh rvater and lrecome cliluted, especially in
u,eather that is damp or rainy. llrhen the trace
on the chart becomes faint or otherwise unsatisfactory, remove the ink from the barrel ( reservoir) of the pen rvith blotting paper, and refill the
pen. Keep the ink bottle tightly closed rvhen it
is not in u.se.
3234. Recording-Gage Charts"
be changed;

Charts

should"

--,

PRECIPITATION

To cleon poini, pull thi;
viscose film or bond
poper between nibs in
direct ion of or ro w.
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Fill with in k ro opryg1j-O-qlely
this lin_e.

<S

N

END
Freuns

VIEW

3-8. Sketch of pen

FRONT VIEW
used on recording, n eighing-type precipitation gage.

1) At

least once a u'eek, preferably on saturduy.
(2) On the first duy of each month.
(

(

3) lYithin 2+ hours after precipitation

has

ended.

Do not change the chart during rain that is heavy
enough to wet the trace and cause the ink to
spread. Durirg a heavy or continuous rain, when
there is danger that the bucket may overflow or
that the capacity of the chart may be exceeded,
empty the bucket hut do not change the chart,
3234.01. To rnake a time check on the chart
(see ff 3234.2 or 323+.3) 1 touch the weighirg
mechanism gently at the point shown in figure B-G
to make a vertical mark about t/r-rnch 1ong on the
trace. Irowever, when the clock is not running at
the time the chart is changed, mark the trace by
turning the cylinder slightly to the right and left
to produce a short horizontal line across the trace.
This wiltr identify the top of the trace even though
vibration may have caused the pen to rise ahove
this level on the chart. After the chart has been
remoyed, identify the mark hy entering a note of
explanation on the chart in aceordance with
11 3234"4. Wheneyer the pen is not making a trace
at the time the chart is chansed, place a smalt dot
on the chart to mark the position of the pen. Enclose the dot in a circle to identify it, and enter a

note of explanation on the chart in accordance witXr
1l 3231.4.

&234.L. Preparation of Charts. fn the spaces
provided on the chart, enter the followirg information before placing the chart on the cylinder:

(1)

The station name as specified by the super-

vising offico.

(2) The date and the local time (to the nearest minute) that the pen will be placed on a
ne\v chart" Delete p.m. when the time is
during the morning, and a.m. when it is in

the afternoorr. When Daylight

Saving
Time is in use locally, enter the letter #D),
followirg a,.m" or p.m.: &s appropriate; for
example, whenever the chart is changed in
the morning, the time of the change would
be indicated as A.M.D.
3234.2. Changirg Charts on a Gage With an
Inspection Door.
( 1) Open the inspection door, make a, time
check on the chart ( 1T 3234.01) , and remove
the pen from the chart by shifting the pen
bar forward.
tZ) Remove the receiver (and shield whenever
considered advantageous)

.

(3) Empty and replace the bucket, except durirg winter when the bucket is charged with
antifreezesolution

(see

1T

B2B1).
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(+) Raise the outer shield ( except when removed as in (2) ) and rest it on the vertical
guides.
(5

)

Grasp the cylinder at the top with one hand
and, with the other, gently lift the cylinder
over the spindle. Release the clip holding
the chart. Avoid touching or storing the
chart in such A manner as to smear the trace

it dries.
(6) IMind the clock, and wrap the new chart
before

around the clock cylinder so that

make a vertical time check on the chart, then
close the inspection door.

3234.3. Changi*g Charts on a Gage \ffithout
an fnspection Doon.
(1) Remove the receiver and shield.
(2) Make a time check, or otherwise identify
the position of the pen on the chart ( see
(3

Il 323+.01) .
the pen f rom the chart by shifting the
pen bar forward. Empty and replace the

) Lift

:

bucket, except during winter when the
bucket is charged with antifreeze (see

u) The time reads from left to right.
(b) The chart fits smoothly and snugly,
(

with the base of the chart uniformly
in contact with the flange of the
cylinder.
After the clip has been replaced, the
") oorresponding ends of each ttinch"
trine coincide, and the exposed end of
the chart extends about t/+ inch to the
right of the c1ip.
(7) Replace the cylinder by lowering it gently
over the spindle until the gears are fully
meshed. Refill the pen. Return the pen
almost to the surface of the chart and notice
the amount it indicates. The pen should
indicate the same value, within a tolerance
of r/z of a scale division (0.025 inch), as before the change, provided the bucket has
not been emptied. JMhenever the bucket is
empty, the pen should indicate zero within
the f oregoi*g tolerance, unless a value
other than zero has been specified by the
inspector at the time of the last calibration
of the gage. Report any pronounced" or
erratic differences in excess of this tolerance
to the supervising offi.cial.
(8) With the pen almost touching the chart,
adjust for errors in time by turning the
cylinder abort 7/+ of an inch clockwise (forward ) until the indicated time reads fast
(about 2 hours fast on 4-day charts), then
turn the cylinder back to the correct time"
The latter move takes up the backlash
(slack) i* the timing gears. Be sure that
the time is correctly indicated with respect
to a,.m. or p"m. hours, as printed on the
chart.
(9) Lower the outer shield and replace the receiver. Return the pen to the chart and
(

T 3231).

(1) Grasp the chart cylincler at the top with
one hand and, with the other, gently lift
it over the spindle. Release the clip holdirg the chart, and avoid touching the trace
(5

)

or storirg the chart in such a manner as to
smear the trace before it dries.
lMind the cIock" lMrap the new chart
around the clock cylinder so that :
(u) The time reads from left to right.
(b) The chart fits smoothly and snr-rgIy,
with the hase of the chart uniformly
in contact with the flange of the
cylinder.
the clip has been replaced, the
corresponding ends of each ((inch'?
line coincide, and the exposecl end of
the chart extends about one-fourth
inch to the right of the cIip.

(.) After

(6

)

Replace the cylinder by lorvering

it gently

over the spindle until the gears have
meshed. Refill the pen, and return it almost to the surface of the chart. I{ote the
amount the pen indicates on the chart. The
pen should indicate the same value, within
a tolerance of one-half of a scale division
( 0.025 inch ) , as before the change, provided the bucket has not been emptied.
J4lhenever the bucket is empty, the pen
should indicate zero) within the foregoirrg
tolerance unless a value other than zero has
been specified by the inspector at the time
of the last calibration of the gage" Report
any pronounced or erratic di fferences in excess of this tolerance to the supervising
official.

(7) With the pen almost touching the chart,
adjust for errors in time by turning the
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cylinder until the indicated time is about
3 hours fast, then turn the cilinde* back
to the correct time. The latter move takes
up any backlash (slack) i* the timing gears.
Be sure that the time is correctly indicated
with respect to the a.m. and p.m. portions
of the chart.
( B ) Return the pen to the chart. Make a
vertical time check on the chart, and replace the shield and receiver.
3234.4. Completing the Charrs. After a chart
has been removed from the gage: enter:
( 1) The local time and the date of removal as

in 1 3231.1(2)
An
arrow
( .1, ) rn ith the word (6011), at the
tZ)
specified

"

time check that was made when the chart
was installed.
(3) An arrolv ( & ) r,vith the rvord ((ofl) at the
time check that was macle rvhen the chart
was removed
(4) A*y notes that will explain any unusual or
missing part of the trace.
s235. rnspection. Visit the r,veighirg gage daily,
if practicable, preferably at the same hour, to
eheck r,vhether the clock is running and the pen is
making a trace, and to make a time check on the
trace (see par" 3234.01 ) . The time of inspeetion
should be recorded on the rveekly report form"
W'henever the clock has stopped, turn the cylinder
about one-half inch forward each duy, until the
elock is replaced. The chart need not he reptraced
until all of either the time or precipitation range
has been used, or until the clock is replaced. A
replacement clock should be ordered promptly

JMhen the tube is full, carefully remove it without
spiliing any of the water into the overflow can,
empty the tube, and allow it to drain for several
seconds before pouring any additional rainfall
from the overflow can into it" Each fultr tube represents exactly 2.00 inches of rainfall" To avoid
any serious loss of record in ease rainfall is spilled

when emptyirg the overflow can, take a stick measurement of the detph of water in the overflow can
before it is emptied. The stick reading from the
overflow ean will be rlpproximately one-tenth the
reading that should he obtained from the me&s*

uring tube'

11 1172)"

3300. MEASURII\G RAINFAIL
3310. F[onrecording Gage. Remove the funnel
(when in use) before measuring the rainfall in
the 8-inch nonrecording gage (see fig. B-b ) . AII
rainfall is measured in the measuring tube. Rainfall in a tube that is only partly filled is measured
as follor^,,s
(

:

1) Place the rainfall-rneasuring stick vertically in the tube with the zera end resting
on the bottom.

(2) After 2 or 3 seconds, remove the stick and
read the depth of rainfall to the nearest
hundredth of an inch a,s indicated by the
wetted portion of the stick.

t1

&.

&

. E,AM*LE

Measuring tube fultr of u,ater--Measuring tube fuII of rvater from rainfall

overflow can_

'";.uffr

in the

stick measure,ment of depth of rainfall in measuring tube f,rom remaining rainfarl in overflow can
Total rainfall---

"

(see
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3320. Recording Weighiog Gage. A stick measurement is not rnade of precipitation that accurnulates in the weighirg sago: and the recorded
arnount need not be deterrnined from these gages,
unle'ss the observer desires to obtain the informa-

tion.

The gage reading at any time can be determined by noti*g the seale value at the position of
the pen on the chart. The precipitation collected
during any period is the difference hetween readings taken at the heginnirg and end of the period,
except for eyaporation loss which is usually small
where the gage is properly exposed.

3400. IVIEASURIi\G THE WATER EQUIVA*
IEI\T OF SOIID PRECIPITATIOIT
3410. Nonrecording Gage. The wator equivaalent (liquid content ) of samples of sotrid precipitation is determined either by melting each
sample and measuring its liquid content or h)r
weighi*g the frozensample" The rveighirg rnethod

is used at stations equipped r,vith weighing-type
scale,s (see

fig. 3-4).

3411. snow samples. To obtain A s row, sample,
invert the overflow can and use the rim to cut &
cylindrical rrertical sample to the required depth"
Slip a piece of sheet metal or thin wood beneath
the mouth of the can to hold the sample as the can
is withdrawn" lYheneyer the depth of snow to
be sampled is deeper than the can, cut and remove

F
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the samplo: & portion at a time, unlil the required
depth has been sampled" So far as possihle, make
the cut where the sample will represent the average
fall, and" where the snow' correr seems least affected

by

drifting. Do not mistake

ice layer

for

crusted snor r or an
the ground or other depth marker.

34L2. Determination of Water Equivalent hy
Melting a Sample.
(1) I[easure a quantity of warm ] rater (to the
nearest hundredth of an inch) i* the measuring tube, and pour it into the overflow ean
(o" other suitahle container) with the sftmple of snow and ice.

(2) Pour the melted contents of the eontainerl

(3

)

back into the measuring tube and measure
in the same m&nner as for rainfall (see seotion 3300 ) .
Subtraet the amount measured in ( 1) f rom
the amount in (2) " The remainder is the
rvater equivalent of the sample.
EXAMFLE

I{elted contents of the overflovy can including
added u,aterSubtract amount of \yarm water added to melt the
catch in the overflow can---

Total precipitation in sarnple

Inekt,es

0.77

-0.

53

0. 24

3413. Determination of Water Equivalent hy
Weighirg a Sample.
(1) Attach the empty (d*y) overflow can to the
hook on the scale, and read the position of
the pointer to the nearest hundredth of an
inch.
(2) Attach the overflow ean with the sample
in it, and again read the position of the
pointer to the nearest hundredth of an inch.
( 3 ) Subtract the reading in ( 1) from the readirs in (2)"

EXAMPLE

rrcches

(a) Reading with empty orerflow ean------ 2. 1{}
(b) Reading with sample in overflorv ean*-- 3.65
(c) \Yater equivalent of sample: (b) minus
(a)-1,"25
(1) JMhen the sample is cleeper than the can,
obtain the rvater equivalent of each portion
of the sample in aceordance with ( t)
through ( 3 ) and ohtain the value for the
sample by computing the sum of the rralues
for the portions.

ltfli

I{ote that steps (1) and (3) can be eliminated
when a weighirg bucket is availahle that is light,
enough to permit adjusting the scale to zera with
the empty (d*y ) hucket suspended frorn the scale.
The head of the a,djusting screw is shown in figure
3-4 below the face of the scale and just above the
suspension hook for the precipitation contairler.
34L4. fletermination of Water Equivalent of
Solid Precipitation Occurring Between (|bs€Fy&*
tions.

(1) I)etermine the water equivalent of
(2)

the

catch in the overflo\\' can ( see IT 3412 ) .
JMhenever the catch in the can is not considered representative, deterrnine the wateq

equivalent of a representative sample cut
vertically {rorn the top of the snow cover
to the depth of the old surface as it existed
at the time of the precedi*g observation ( see
Ii 3411 and 3+72).

(S) Accept the greater of the values obtained in
(1) and (2) as the more accurate evaluation
of the rvater equivalent of frozerl precipita-

(1)

tion occuruirg between observatiolls.
Remove the markers and place them on the
snow surface in prep&ration for the next
observation"

3415" Ileterrnination of Water Equivalent of
Sotrid Precipitation tln Ground.
(1) Cut a, representative sample vertically f rom
the top of snow cover to the ground (see
II 3411)

.

{2} Determine the rvater equir.alent of the s&rr}*
ple by the melting methocl described in
Tl

3112: or by the

in

weighirg method descrihed

T 3413"

Recording Gage. The
in accordance with T 3231
will catch solid forms of precipitation as well a,s
liquid forms, and record the u,ater equivalent in
the same manner as for the liquid forms ( see
342CI. Weighing-Type

recordi*g gage prepared

T 3320).

S5OO.

NEPTH MEASUREMEI\ITS OF

SOLTT}

FORMS

3510" General. For purposes

of depth

meas*

urements, ttrre term sno\y also includes sleet, glane,
hail, and sheet ice formed directly or indirectly

from precipitation" Therefore, when rain or
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Pour some worm woter
into the tube

Meosure

Empty into
to melt the

Empty the con

into the tube

meosure

f,z

.4

Subtroct the first
meosurement from
the second

[x1li:,,1i'",:"J:,
column
X'rarrnn

3-9.

6242340_62_5

Determination of water equivalent of solid precipitation by melting a sample.
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melted snow freezes on the groundu the depth of
ice formed will be included as a part of the snow
cover. A sturdy measuring stick graduated in
inches and tenths is recommended. When the
measuring stick of the 8-inch nonrecording gage
is used to measure the depth of solid forms, it is
necessary to multiply the scale reading (inches of
rainf all ) by 10 in order to obtain the depth in
inches (Iinear me&sure) . For example, a reading
of 1.53 inches on the stick is equal to 1.53 X 10, or
15.3 inches of snow depth.

3520. Depth of Solid Preeipitation Oceurring
Between Ohservations. This is the depth measurement of snow or hail that has fallen since the
previous observatiorl. Make this type of measurement to the nearest 0.1 (one-tenth) inch. Thrust
the measuring stick (metal rod or other depth in-

dicator) vertically into the snow until the

end

rests on a depth marker, or on the crust of old
snow that formed the surface at the time of the
precedirg observation. The measurement should
be made where the depth is least affected by driftirg. lMhen a snou,,fall occurrirg betu,,een observations is melting on the ground, measure the
greatest depth on the ground during the snowfall,
if practieable, ut the time it is noted; otherwise
estimate this depth. Whenever the old surface ( u=
it existed at the time of the precedirg obseryation )
e

annot be located with certainty, the snowf all

depth between observations can be determined approximately by subtracting the depth on the
ground at the precedirg observation from the present depth as obtained in accordance with T 3530.

3530. Depth of Solid Precipitation on the
Ground. Make this measurement at the time of
the daily precipitation observation in accordance
with instructions in the followi*g paragraphs.
3531. Use of Nleasuring Sticks, Thrust the
measuring stick (metal rod or similar depth indieator) vertically into the snow until the end rests
on the ground surface" Do not mistake an ice
layer or crusted snow for the ground. Read or
measure the depth indicated on the stick to the
nearest inch" R.peat the measurements at several
spots where the snow is least affected by drifting
and take the average of the readings as the snow
depth"

3532. Reading Snow Stakes. At stations where
a, snow stake is used, measurements of the depth
of snow on the ground are taken by reacling the
height of the snow to the nearest inch. lVhen snow
at the stake is higher (from drifting) or lower
(from melting) than the adjacent sno\,' surfaee,
a, thin straight edge may be placed against the
seale on the stake rvith its ends resting on the adj acent representative snow surf ace, as an aid in
determining its depth.

3600. ENTRY OF PRECIPITATIOIY T}ATA
ON FORMS
3610, Time of Occurrerlee" fndicate each period of precipitation in the spaces of the forms
appropriate to the date and time of its occurrence,.
Distinguish between observed and estimated tirnes
of occurrence in accordance with instructions on

the forms"
3620. Precipitation Measurements. These measurements should be entered on the forms for the
duy on u'hich the observation is taken. Amounts
of precipitation that occur afte,r the time of ohservation rvill bo measured and enterecl on the
forms for the followirg duy"
3621" Depth of Rainfall and Water Equivalent
of Frozen Freeipitation. Enter the clepth, obtained in accordance with section 3400, to the
nearest 0.01 (one-hundredth) of an inch. A measurement of less than 0.005 inch is less than half
the distance from the end of the stick to the first
etched 1ine" It is recorded as a trace of precipitation by entering the letter (T.))

3622. Depth of Frozen Precipitation Oeeurring Between Observations. Enter the depth,
obtained in accordance rvith section 3500 ( espe-

cially Ii 3520), to the nearst 0.1 (one-tenth) inch.
lVhen less than 0.05 inch is measured, the amount
should be recorded as a trace, by entering the
Ietter ((T." JMhen snow, sleet, and hail melts as
it falIs, entet t'Tr" and the note (tmelted as it fe11""
3623. f)epth of Frozen Precipitation on the
Ground. Enter the depth, obtained in accordance
with section 3500 (especially T 3530-32 ) , to the
nearest inch" Enter the letter (cT)) ( for a trace )
when the measured depth is less than 0.5 (onehalf ) inch.

,
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TA 612- 0-1

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
WEATHER BUREAU
DIAGNAM OF RAIN.GAGE MEASURTNG STICK
Numbers above 2.00 are not neeessary on the diagram, as the inner tube holdn
ottly -2 lnches. When the rainfall is more than 2"incher, tn. inner tube will
overflow into the _Iarge eylinder. "[Vater that fills the tune exaegy should be
ealled 2 inehes, and poured out. The overflow water in the outer cytinder should
!e poured into the inner tube and nceasured; this amount should be added to the
2 inehes and the total entered on the form.
If there has been liebt rain and there is no water in the inner tube, or lf there
ts Just. enough water to show on the end of the itlek, enter the rainfall as .. T
"
(traee).

z

z

"50
-49

.48
.47
"46

,45
.44
"43

.42
.41

.40
.39
"38
"37
"36
.3

"34
.33

1.OO

.99
.98
.97
.96
.95
.94
.93

.92
.91

.90
.89
.88
.87
.86
.85
.84
.83

.32

.82

.31
"30
"29

.80

.28

.27
.2
.2

"23
.2

.2

.19
"18

Z

.81
"79
"78
"77

.76
.75
"74

.73
.72
.7L

.70
.69
.68
:67
.66
.6s

z

;e
=(r

ifr

l-fi

1.50
1.49
1.48
I .47
1.46
1.45
L.44

1.43
L.42
1.41
1.40
1.39
1.38
L.37
1.36
1.35
1.34
1.33
1.32
1.3

1E
2.OL
2.Oo

L.99
1.98
L

"97
1.96
1.95
1.94
1.93
L.92
1.91
1.90
1.89
1.88
L.87
1.86
1.85
1.84
1.83
L.82

1

1.81

1.30

1.80
1.79
1.78
1.77

t.29
L.28

L.27
L.26
L.25
L.24
L.23

L.75
L.7 4

t.22

L.72

L.2t
L.20
1.19
1. 18

1"76

r.73
1.7

L

L.70

1.69

.13

"64
.63

"t2

.62

t.t2

1.68
L.67
1.66
1.65
1.64
1.63
L.62

.61
"60

1.1

I.61

.t7

.1

.15

.14
"11

"10

L.l7
1.15
1.15

1.14
1.13

1

1.10

1.60
1.59
1.58

.09
.08

.59
.58

1.O9

"o7
"06

.57

r.o7

.56

1.06

"03

.o2

.54
.53
.52

1.04
1.03

1.56
1.55
1"54
1.53

.01

L.O2

.51

l.o1

t.52

.50

1.OO

1.50

.o5
.04

.55

1.O8

1.O5

t.57

1.51

n'reunr 3-10" Diagram of rain gage measuring stiek.

1.90
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37OO. REPORTS OF WATER EQUIVATEI\T
OF SNOW ON THE GROfuNI)

3710. General. Ilnder critical conditions of
snowfall in many river basins, it is necessary to
'oog*ent the basic network of observations of
water equivalent of snow on the ground. At selected climatological stations, reports are mailed
once a week, or as required, in accordance with
ihstructions received from the supervising office.
T[heneyer a potential flood hazard frorn the rapid
,c

melt of heavy snow cover exists, climatological
observers are asked to submit emergency reports
upon request from the River District Office or supervisirg offi.ce. The data for these reports should
be determined in accordance with 1l B41b and other
related instructions in section 3400. The snow
density (water content) measurements should not
in the regula r 21-hour amounts or snow
on ground at observation time columns. They
should be entered under ttRemarks,, or where
instructed by the River District Offico.
be entered

CHAPTER

4. EVAPORATION STATION

OBSERVATIONS

4000. GEiTERAt

4010. observed Data" Observations are taken
of the amount of rvater eva,porating from an open
pen: of wind movement orrer the panr of dry- and
rvet-krulb temperatures of the air, and of the temperature of the water in aecordance with instructions in this chapter. fnstructions relating to
otleer temperature observations and to precipitation obserrrations that are also recorded at, evaporation stations are contained in chapters 2 and 3.

At

some eyaporation stations, observations are
taken of the ternperature and moisture content of
the soil. fnstructions pertaining to these observations are issued separatelSr to stations requirirg
them.

4020. Exposure and Protection of Equipment.
The site of the equipment should be fairly level,
sodded, ancl free from obstructions (see fig. 1-1_) .

It should be representative of the principal natural agricultural soils and conditions of the area.
At locations where the normal climate and soil do
not permit the maintenance of a sod coyer, the
ground cover rvill be maintained as nearly as possible to the natural cover corrrmon to the are&.
Ilnder no conditions should the pen, or the instru*
ment shelter

b,e

placed on a concrete slab or pedes-

tal, or over asphalt, or layer of cmshed

rock.
Obstructions such as trees, buildinssr and nearbSr
shrubs should not be closer to the instruments

than two (preferably four) times the height of
the object above the pan. lVeeds and grass in and
around the enclosuro should be mowed often
enough to keep them below the leve1 of the pan.
The exposure should be free from obstructions that
cast shadows over the pan during any part of the

i
I

4-1, Evaporation station installation at Benbrook Dam, near n'ort Worth, Texas, 1955. Note from left to
right: (1) thermometer shelter, (2) anemometer and. evaporation pan, (3) S-inch nonrecording precipitation gage,

X'rcune

and (4) recording weighing-type precipitation

gage.
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duy other than brief 'periods near sunrise and sun-

set. I{earness to ponds: or swamps* of not more
than a few miles in aiameter, particularly if they
are temporary in character, should be avoided.
At rese, voirs (flood control, water supply, irrigation project), a site on the upwind side of the

instruments and the minimum satisfactory distances between instruments are indicated in the
figure. Note that this layout eliminates shadows
'over the pan from instruments at l{orthern }femisphere stations, and that shadorvs from small
diameter fence posts will occur only briefly in
late afternoon.
4022. The plot shoul,iL be enclosed by a fence,
adequate to protect the equipment and to prevent
animals from drinking the water. One-inch mesh
poultry fence, 6-inch mesh farm (hog) fence, or
chain link fence, aie appropriate. The height of
the fence (usually 4 to 5 feet) and the size of the
mesh will depend upon danger of molestation of
equipment by people or animals. Small-diameter

lake or reservoir is preferable, based on the prevailing direction for the strongest winds. The
site should be at a distance that will minimize the
chance that water carried from spillwals, or
picked up by strong onshore winds, will be deposited in the pan. When the foregoirg conditions permit a choice of sites, the one selected
should be the bne most convenient to the observer-that is, convenient to his place of business
or residence and to a source of water for fiIling
the evaporation pan.

galvanized-iron posts to support the fence are gen-

4021. The layout of the plot and instruments is
shown in figure 1-2. The necess ary orientation of

erally preferable to wood at installations where
the posts are likely to cast shadows over the pan.
{oarEl
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4100. EYAPORATION MEASURE-MENTS
4110. Equipment, The equipment normally
usecl for making evaporation measurements eonsists of the following:
( 1) An evaporation pa,n"
(2) A micrometer hook guge, stillirg rvell, and
spirit leve1 ; or a fixed-point gage and ap-

propriate measuring tube"

,-,f

41 10.1. Additional facilities and instruments
ten used at evaporation stations include the

tollowing:
(

1) An

&,nemometer

for determining

wind

movement over the p&n: andan appropriate

supporting pintle ( display-stand" type
pintle

)

.

(2) An 8-inch,

nonreeording precipitation gage,
and measuring stick, and, additionally in
some cases, a weig"hing-type, reeording precipitation gage.
( 3) A water temperature thermometer or
thermograph to provide maximuffi: minimum, and current temperatures of the water
in the pan.
(1) Maximurn and minimum thermometers and
support or thermograph for air temperatures, or a hygrothermograph or psychrometer where temperature and humidity of
the air is desired.
( 5 ) A suitable shelter for air temperature instrurnents"

(6) A

water-storage tank, rvhen neeesserl: to
provide a reserve supply of rvater for the

pan.
(7

)A

suitable enclosure for protection of the

equipment"

t

I

I

t

t

i

.4111. Evaporation Pan. The pan is of cylinctrical design-1O inches deep and 17L/z inches in
cliameter ( inside dimensions ) .' It is constructed
of galvanized iron or monel metal, preferably the
latter in areas where the water contains large
amounts of corrosive substances. A drawing, and
specifications for construction of the pan and its
support, are given in figure 4-3. The seams of the
pan should be carefully fabricated to prevent
buckling of the bottom. The support should be
constructed of 2 x + inch lumber. Rot-resistant

I

I

i

t

I

I

L._

r This dimension will usually eliminate
across the bottom of ttre pan.

the need fnr

seams
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lumber, or lumber treated. with creosote or other
effective wood preservative, should be used"
lVhere a micrometer hook gage is used for measuri^g water levels, two short lines painted on the
inside of the pen: 2 inches anC 3 inches, respectively, belorv the rim, will assist in maintaining the
proper water level.
4111"1" Installation" The ground should be
filled sufficiently to level the support and keep the
bottom of the pan above the level of surface water
in rainy weather" Earth fill should be used around
the support to anchor it" ft should be tamped
firmly between the top memhers to within 1 or 2
inches of the top of the support, thus leaving an air
space between the hottom of the pan and the fill
to retard rusting and to facilitate inspection of the
pan for leaks while it ls in use. Center the pan on
the ,support and make sure the bottom of the pan
is level ( see fig. +*+) .
411L.2. Maintenanee. fnspect the pan for
leaks and rust spots carefully at least onee a month,
since any leaks will render the measurements
valueless. Report the finding of any leaks on the
observation form for the month and report, both
the date the leak rn,as discovered, and the date
the pan was repaired or replaced. Since the
heat characteristics of all evaporation pans must
he identical, the entire exterior, and the interior
section above the waterline should not be painted.
Whenever rust spots begin to develop on the interior of the pan below the waterline, remove the
rust with a wire brush or abrasive material, and
touch up the spots with aluminum asphalt paint.
As a preventive measure, interior seams below the
rvaterline u,,here rusting is likely to begin may be
painted similarly. Rust spots on the exterior of
the pan should be removed and left unpainted.
Clean the pan as frequently as oecessary to keep
it free from sediment, scum, and oil fiIms. An oil
film will materially reduce the rate of evaporation.
During months when freezing conditions are
likely, empty, eIean, and store the pa,n"
41I I.3. Control of Algae" The grow,th of
algae in the evaporation pan can be discouraged by
the addition of small amounts of copper sulphate
to the r ,,ater. Iforvever, algae already present must
be removed by a thorough cleaning of the pan.
If algae is a problem, the Field Aide rvill provide
the observer with a solution of copper sulphate
and instructions for its use.
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Construction-data diagram for evaporati.on pan and. support.
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Erorrss 4--4. Evaporation pan and anemometer installed on wooden support. Note fixed-point gage and Six,s water-

temperature thenloureter in pan,
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+112. stilling welt for frook Gages. The cylirich'ical r,vell shor,vn in figure +-6 provides u,
rrriclisturbed water surface around the hook gage
rrncl, in addition, provides a support for the g;g;.
The well consists of a brass *yiirrd**, or tuhe of
other noneorrosive metal. Less electrolytic action
*-ill occur if the metal is the same as that used in
the pzln, or close to it in the electrolytic series. The
,,'r'linder illustra,ted is 8 inches high ancl gLizinches
in outside diameter. It is mounted rigidly on &
tt'iangular base plate (galvanized cast iron), lZ
inches on each sicle and one-half inch thick. A
-.hort brass pipe, about 0.281 inch inside diameter,
thren cled into a hole in the center of the base plate,
extends up into the cylinder, to damp oscillations in the rvell, by retarding the flow of water to
irnd from the rvell. The base is provided rvith
leveling scre\Ms and lock nuts in each corner.
4112.1, rnstallarion. P1ace the stilling rvell
in the pan about 1 foot from the north edge of it.

ftf-l

ol

Level the top rim of the well using the three levelirg scre\vs in its base and a spirit trer,,el. A 4-inch
level is normally used for this purpose. The well
should rest firm1y on the bottom of the pon, which
must he free from "buckling" in order to maintain
a leve1 adjustment of the r,vell"
4112"2. Maintenance. C1ean the stiiling well
oceasionally and remove anJr se,Ciment. Check the
level of the x,eli once a month. T\rhen an adjustment is necessary? reoord hook-gage readings taken
before and after the s.djustment, as "Remarks" on
the observation form"
4113. Mierometer Hook Gage. A mierometer
hook gage ( see fig. 4*6 ) i* used to indicate changes
in the level of water in the e\raporation pan. The
gage consists of a hook in the end of u it** that
is graduated to tenths of inches over & range of
several inches" The stem is constructecl with double threads throughout its range of adjustment.
The threads have a pitch of one-tenth of an ineh.
A three-legged spider and adjusting-nut assembly
slrpports the hook and provides for adjustment of
the height of the hook m,hen the gage is installed
on the stilling well. The adjusting nut is threaded
to screw on the stem of the hook. After assemhly,
the gage is placed on ttre stilling x,ell with the
three legs of the spider resting on the top rirn of
the well and the hook centered in ttrre wel1. The
stem should then be vertical (see fig. 4-f ) . Ihe
adjusting nut is free to turn within the spider so
that it may he used conrreniently to adjust the

height of the hook. The relative height of the
hook in the well is indieated by the scales of tho"
gage'

gage properly

installed anel the three leveling screws in corners of the
trase plate"

4113"1. Maintenanee of Hook Gage. Keep
the hook gage c1ean, and oil the threads CIn the
stern lighttry about tu,ice a Jrear x,ith a single drop
of light-viscosit)r rnactrrine oil. Carefutrly rernovo
any excess oitr rvith n elean eloth, to prevent oil
from heing transferred to the $'Ater surfAce. Before oiling, elean the g&ge thoroushly with kerosene, Yarsol, Stansoi, or a similar petroleurn-hase
soivent. I4rhen the gage is a*ssembleel after eleanirg, determine that the lhreads of the stem and
acljusting nut are r)r"operly matched, hy turning
the adjusting nut eountercloeku,'ise ( u* viern ecl
from the top ) until the top of the nut coineides
rvith one of the graduations on the stem" If the
scale has been propertry assembled, the index line
on the ring of the spider wiltr coincide with ((0)) on
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4-6" Hook

gage shor,r,ing a reading of 2"58 inches.

the circular scale. If it does not coincide, it wil1
be necessary to unscrew the adjusting nut and reassemble the gage by matching the alternate combination of threads.

4114. Fixed-Point Gage. The fixed-point gage
of a pointed rod mounted within a 212 ta
3r/r-tnc]n tube of noncorrosive metal about 10
inches long. This tube is attached to a metal base
of sufficient size and rveight so that its position in
the pan is not subject to change by the wind. A
pointed ffi-inch rod is affixed within the tube to
the center of the base so that the point will be TL/z
inches above the bottom of the pan rvhen in position. Two small openings approximately ,/alrr*h
in diameter are placed in the sides of the tube near
the base-on opposite sides-to permit the flow
of water from or into the stitling well and at the
same time restrict surging action of water at the
point of measurement.
consists

4L14.01. Place the gage about, 1 foot from
the north edge of the pan.

4ll4"l. Fixed-Point

Gage Measuring Tuhe.
1b inches deep rvith
a, cross sectional area one hundredth that of the
evaporation pan is used to measure the arnount
of water necessary to replace that lost from the
pan by evaporation (see fig. 4-8 ) . The inside diameter of this tube should be 4.8 inches for use
with 48-inch evaporation pans (inside dimension)
and +.75 inches for a 177/z-inch pan. 'Transparent
tubes are graduated at 1-inch intervals to permit
an accuracy of 0.01 inch in the determination of
changes of depth of rvater in the pan.
4115. \f,/ater Storage Tank. Where it is neees*
sary to transport water some distance, a tank or
other covered receptacle should be located within
the plot. A tank having a capacity of approxi-

A cylindrical measuring tuhe

EVAPORATION STATIONI OBSERVATIONS

mately 30 gallons usually provideq an adequate
reserYe

of

water.

4L2O. Evaporation Readings-Hook Gage. At
the time of each observation (see { 1210), place

tlre gage on the stilling well and, if necessaryt
lower the hook in the well until the point is helow the surface of the water" Slo*iy turn the
adjusting nut clockwise until the point just pierces
the water surface. Reflection of the sky in the
rvater will assist in determining when the point
first breaks through the surface" Remove the
gage from the well and read the scales.
4LZ},. Reading the Hook Gage. The figures on
the stem represent whole inches, and the intermediate graduations represent tenths of an inch.
The figures orr the circular scale represent hundredths of an inch, and the intermediate graduations represent thousandths. Whenever an
observation is taken, the scale on the stem is read
to tenths of an inch, as indicated by the first
graduation at or above the top of the knurled
adjustirg nut. The circular scale on the adjustirg nut is read to the nearest hundredth of an
inch at the index" Both scale readings are added,
and the sum represents the gage reading. Example: A scale reading of 32 on the stem indicates 3"2 inches I a scale reading between 85 and
86 on the circular scale indicates a value hetween
0.085 and 0.086 inch, or 0.09 inch as determined to
the nearest hundredth. The gage reading is
therefore 3.2+0.09, or 3.29 inches.
4L22. Recording Micrometer [fook.Gage Read.
ings. Enter the readings obtained as above in the
appropriate spaces on the forms. When no rain
has occurred, the actuatr amount of evaporation is
the difference between the precedi*g gage reading
and the present reading" This amount should be
entered in the column for the actual amount of
evaporation" lMhen rain has occurued, add the
amount of the rainfall to the precedirg hook-gage
reading, and from the sum subtract the present
reading.

EXAMPLE
March 10, 8 a.m---Hook-gage reading
March 11, I a.m---24-hour preeipitation (add)

Sum
Ilarch

11, 8

rm,ches

2.7L

----

a.m---Hook-gage reading (subtract)

March 11, I a.m---24-hoar evaporation--

0. 53
3" 24

*- -3.72
0. L2

3g

Owing to small, unavoidable inaccuracies in
measurements, and to condensation of water into
the p&tr: the water level sometimes may be higher

than that of the previous observation. In such
cases, the value of eyaporation should be computed as above and entered in the evaporation
column rvith a minus sign, as for exarnple - 0.01
inch"

4123. TVater Level in the Fan" Experiments
have shown that the height of the rim of the
pan above the water surface affects the rate of
evaporation. fn order that the records from all
stations using hook gages will be comparable, the
pan should bo fiIled to a level 2 inches below the
rim, and refilled (at a regular observation) when
the rvater has receded 1 inch, i.e., to the 3-inch line
( see 'l.| 4111 ) .* lVhen heavy rains threaten to
overflow the pan or raise the water beyond the
range of the hook gage, remove enough water to
Iower its level to within the 2- to 3-inch ra,nge"
Cleanirg the pan (see IT 4111.2) or adjusting the
water level should be done immediately following
&n observation. Read the gage immediately before and after making any change in the water
level and enter the readings on the forms in use.
For example, wheneyer heavy rains require the
removal of water to prevent overflowing of the
p&nr enter the gage readings made immediately
before and after the change and also enter as
remarks the time and date and nature of the
change. When the observer desires to compute
the Z1-hour evaporation, the method illustrated"
in the followi*g example may be used under the
circumstance of an adjustment in water level
bet,ween observations.
EXAMPLE

Inofue*

(1) Difference between hook-gage reading im-

mediately

bef

ore and after removal of

water

2. 03

(2) Hook-gage reading at 8 a.m. today ( observation time) -----+1. 59

Sum

3" 62

Sum

3.69

(3) Hook-gage reading at 8 a.m. yesterday------ 2.47
(4) Precipitation-gage reading at 8 a.m. today-- +1" 62
(5) Subtract sum of (1) and (2) ---Renrainder (Z4-haar evaBoration ) ------

-3.

62

0. 07

*The Field Aide will place marks on inside of pan to
aid. in maintaining these levels.
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4L

4123"I. On the first duy of the*month and
whenever the stilling well is leveled or otherwise
acljusted, measure the height of the rim of the pan
above the water level to the nearest tenth of &,n
inch and enter this height value and the tirne of
the measurement on the permanent record form
as a, remark. This reading provides a, eheck on
the maintenance of proper level in the pan when
using the hook gage. The m,easurements should
be made at the time of reading the hook gage.
The measuring stick for the nonrecording precipitation gage may be used for these measurernents
by multiplying the reading kry 10.
4124. Evaporation Measurernents Fixed-Point
Gage. At the time of observation, add or remoye water from the pan until the tip of the fixed
point coincides with the surface of the water in
the well (see fig. 4-7)" As the water approaches
the tip of the point, pour slowly to prevent overfi1tring owing to the time required for water to flow
into the well. trMhen rvater must he added, fil}
transparent tube to zero mark before pouring into
evaporation pan. When rvater rnust be removed,
care must he taken in determining amount. For
instance, if enough water is removed to reach the
10 rnarking on the plastic tube, the actual amount
removed would he measured from the hottom of
the tube and would be 15 m,inus 10 or 5, which is
equivalent to .05 inch. Record the change in depth
to the nearest hundredth of, an inch in appropriate
colurnns of the form. For entry in these columns
and for the computation of evaporation, water
added to the pan is positive ( + ), and water removed from the pan is negative ( - ).

Freunm 4-8"

Stilling well and measuring tube
fixed-point eYaporation gage.

i

i
I

I

used

with

EXAMPLE

Water added to
the pan

Water
removed
from the
pan

Inckes

First fllling of tube
2d filling of tube

Inehes

15

3d filting of tube

+0.
+0.
+0.

TotalFinal filling*

+0.

45

+0" 30

+0. 07

+0" 04

Total-

+a. 52

+0.

+0"

+0. 00

+0.34
+0. 13

+0. 23

+0"

+4.

in water level (to
nearest 0.01 inch)t---

15

+0.
+0.

15

15

15

34

Changes

Precipitation during period-

-

52

a7

-0.

07

-0.

07

+0.

16

Evaporation during period
(to nearest 0.01 inch)

52

47

*Reading of measuring tube or measuring stick to nearest ineh"

tData entered on Form

6L2-25.

4L24.1. It is not

necessary to enter the amount

of evaporation on the forrn; however, evaporation
may be computed as follows : ( 1) when no precipitation has occurued, the total change in depth
of water in the pan is the evaporation for the period ; (2) when precipitation has occurred, the
amount added or removed frorn the pan must be
added algebraically to the amount of precipitation
for the period-the result is the evaporation for
the period"

4200. WINN MEASUREMENTS
42LO" Anemometers. An anemometer for mea,suring wind movement over the pan is mounted on
the wooden pan support. The anemometer is provided with an odorneter on which the total morrement can be read. The circular-dial (3- or 4-cup)
anemometer (see fig. 4-_9) and the 5-digit, 3-cup
anemometer ( see fig. 4-10 ) are in genera] Llse"
42T1. fnstallation" The anemometer is mounted
on a specialtry designed display stand type pintle
on the northwest projecting corner of the pan
platform with the center of the cups about 6-8
inches above the rim of the pan. In this position,
the shadow of the cups falls on the pan only during
late afternoon. The anemometer retaini*g screw
is the knurled head set scrern, in the adapto r at the
bottom end of the anemometer housing. Be care-

fl42
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12L2. Maintenanee. Onee A month, remorre the
cups and spindle of the anemometer and elean the
upper spindle hearirg thoroughly. If everything
is prepared beforehand, the time required is so
short that no appreciable loss of record will result.
First remove the anemometer from its support
with a slight twisti*g motion after unscrowing the
set screw near the bottom end of the housing. Remorre the nut on the end of the spindle above ths

in the side of the hub of
the cups, and remove the cups from the spindle.
Some circular-dial type anemometers may haye an
oil-reservoir-type retainirg nut. TVhen this nut is
removed, do not lose the cotton wicking in the end
of it.

eups, unscrew the sorew

4212"01. Remove the spindtre and spindle bearirrg as follows
(

n-rcunn

4-9. Circular-dial,

3-cup anemometer.

ful not to turn it any tighter than it
hy hand.

can be turned

:

1) fn the case of the circular-dial-typ*

bearing may then be lifted from the
honsing.

n'reunn 4-lA.

ane-

mometer, unscrer,v the bearing with the special wrench provided" The spindle and

Five-digit dial, 3-cup anemometer, shor,ving a

113.7 miles.
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{2) fn

the case of the 5-digit-typp anemometer,
unscrew the retainirg screw on the back
near the enlarged portion of the housing.
The spindle and ball bearing may then bo
removed. Be careful not to lose ury of the
baIIs.

4212.02. Remor,e all dirt and used lubricant
from the spindle with a clean cloth. rf necessary,
the spindle and upper bearing should be washed.
in kerosene, Yarsol, Stansol, or a similar petroleurn-base-type solvent. Evidence of noticeable
amounts of dirt in the anemometer should be reported to the supervising official.
(1) lMhere a, sleeve-type bearing is used, roll a
piece of cloth into a sma1l rope and thread
it through the spindle bearing until it is
bright and clean.
(2) Where an oil-reservoir-type retainirg nut
is used, it should be opened by unscrewing
the knurled cap at the top and refilled with
oil. Make sure the wick enters the small
herle in the end of the spindle rn hen this type
of nut is replaced on the end of the spindle.
(3) lMhere a ball-type spindle bearing is used,
always clean the bearing with a petroleumbase-type solvent and use a cloth to clean the
outer race of the bearing (in the top end of
the spindle housirrg) .

Apply a drop of oil to the worm threads and two
or three drops to the bearing before assembling
the anemometer. Remorre excess oil to preyent its
beeomi^g a trap for dust, especially abrasive dust
particles.

42r2,L. Bearings of an anemometer that 1ack
oil may wear badly in a few hours. A squeaking
anemometer should be removed immediately from

the support and examined carefultry" If it is not
seriously darnaged, clean and oil it; otherwise,
report it to the superyising official, who will arrange for a replacement.
1212.2. on the duy that the anemometer is
cleaned, enter the note "anemometer cleaned" on
the record form for that duy in the space provided for remarks.
1220. Wind Movernent. The anemometer odometer is read daily at the time of the evaporation
observation to the nearest whole rnile. For examplo, if the odometer indicates D, total wind move-
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ment of 957.6 miles, the nearest whole mile is 958.
Enter the reading (to the nearest mile) on the

forms in use.
4221. Twenty-Four-frour Wind Movement.
Twenty-four-hour wind movement is the difference
between anemometer readings made at the beginning and end of each successive Z4-haur period.
These data need not be computed or entered on
the forms.
4222. Data From Circular-f)ial Anemometers.
.

( See fig. 4-l\) . Total wind movement to gg0
miles is read on two circular scales that are graduated on the faces of two concentrieally mounted
€fears" The nut that retains the pinion gear, which
meshes with and turns the scale gears, has an index
line on its face. This line serves as the index for
the scale on the outer gear. An index line midway
between two of the spokes of the outer gear serves
as the index for the inner sca1e, .w,hich is visible
hetween the spokes. JVind movement to hundreds
and tens of miles is read on the inner scale at the
index line on the outer gear. Wind movement to
units and tenths is read from the outer scale at the

index on the retaini^g nut for the pinion gear
(near the upper left edge of the dial). fn figure
4-71, the dial reading is 666 miles.
4222.1, lVhere the observer desires to compute
the Z1-lnour wind movement, and the curuent day's
reading is less than the precedirg reading, add
990 to the current readirrg and from the sum subtract the reading for the precedirg doy.

EXAMPLE
Current Reading------

Add

Mi,tes
91.

B

+990

Sum
Subtraet reading made
24-hour wind

yesterday--

moyement---

1,081.3

-9d2.

4

128. g

4223. f)ata From 5-Digit-Odometer-Typ* Anemometers. The five digits appearing in the window of the meter (see fig. 4-La) indicate the total
wind moyement to tenths of a mile for any total
from zera to 10,000 miles. The right-hand digit
indicates tenths of a mile. Ten thousand miles is
indicated as five zeros (00000) on the meter and
coincides rvith zeromiles for the succeeding 10,000mile cycle of operation"
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TNDEX'for

outer

scaLe

%

ind,icates & value
between 6 and ? miIes, but
closer to 6 miles
(approxiuately 6.35 miles) .

IN}IER sc^0tE

(Tens of Miles)

II{Dffi for J.ruter scale
indieates a value between

OUTEB SCAI,E.

(Mites

and, Tenths)

66C

ana 670 niles

X'reunp 4-LL. DiaI reading of circular-dial-type anemometer.

4223"T. lVhere the observer desires to compute
the 21-hour wind movement, and the current day's
reading is less than the precedirg reading, add
10,000 to the eurrent reading and from the sum
subtract the reading for the precedi*g duy.
EXAMPLE

trI il,es

Current Reading------

109" 8

Add

+10, 000

Sum
Subtract reading made
Z1-ho:ur

yesterday----

wind moyment--_

10.109.8
_-g;,

gBG.

z

123.6

4300. f}RY. AI\T} WET.BULB
TEMPERATURES

4310. General. Dry- and wet-bulb temperatures as read from the d*y- and rvet-bu1b thermometers of a psychrometer are used in the determi-

nation of dew point and relative humidity. The
current air temperature is the current reading of
the dry-bulb thermometer" Dew point and relative
humidity data will be computed by the observer
only when so requested by the supervising official.

4311. Dry-Bulh Temperature. The dry-butrb
temperature is the t,emperature of the air taken
from a, d*y temperature-sensing element, such a,s
the dry-bulh thermometer of a psychrometer (see
fig. 4-13) "

4312. Wet-Bulh Temperature. The wet-bulb
temperature is the lowest temperature to be secured
hy evaporating water from a, wick-covered temperature-sensing element, such as the wet-bulb
thermometer of a psychrometer" It differs from
the dry-bulb temperature by an amount dependent

on the temperature, humidity, and atmospheric
pressure of the a,ir"

4320. The Fsychrometer. The psychrometer
generally used consists of dry- and wet-bu1b thermometers mounted on a, common back (see fig.

4-13). Both thermometers are mercury-filled

glass thermometers of identical construction. The
bulb of one thermometer (the lower thermometer
on the psychrorreter illustrated ) has a close-fitting
cover of loosely-woven wicking to adapt it for use
as the rvet-bu1h thermometer. Graduatiorrs at to
intervals are etched on the stern of each thermometsr. JMhen the psychrometer is ventilated by a,
fan, the psychrometer is hung from a nail or hook

EYAPORATIOI{ STATION OBSERVATIOhTS

in the mounti*g hoard about 7 inches from

the

right end and 1 inch above the bottom of the boarel.
A fan: mounted on the inner right side of the shelter, is operated by a erank tc provide forced
ventilation for the thermometers ( see fig. 1__12)
\\rhen the psychrometer is used as & sling type, &
u,-ooden handls and shcrt length of chain provide
for whirtring the psychrometer hy hand to ventilate it.
4321" Coveri*g the Wet-Bulh. Close-fitting tubular muslin wicking is usually used to cover the
rvet-bulb; about '3 inches of rvicking is required.
Slip the wicking over the buXh until it extends beyond the narrow part of the stem (see fig. 4-13)
"

4322,. Moistening the \ffet-Bulh. The proeedure
in rnoistening the r,r,,et-bulh depends upon the
temperature and hurnidity of the &ir. Moisten the
wet-h,ulh just prior to ventilat,ing the psychrometer, except as follows:
used

(

1)

"

&32I.I, Replaeing Wet-Bu[h Wicking.
Change the wicking once a rveek, nnd more frequently if necessary to keep & elean r,vick on the
bnlb. A dirty wiek, or one fiIled with mineral salts
from eyaporated r,vater, will give erroneous wetbulh readings. Vfieking fillect with mineral salts
n]ftJr not appear: to be ctirty.

tr'reunp

4fi

Haqh T empeyatuye *.nd Low Hum,idi,ty. In
hot, dry r,veather, several minutes hefore

reading the psychrometer', moisten the wetbulh u,'ick thorouglrly enough to leave a drop

of \r,-ater on the end. I{atural ventilation
x'il1 provide for partial evaporative cooling
of the wet-hulh before the psychrometer is
ventilated rn,ith the fax1" The drop of water
rvill normally he sufficiEnt for complete
evaporative cootring of the wet-hulh hefore
the r,vick hecomes d*y. {Jnless the lvi ek is
still moist when the lowest temperature is
reached, the reading r,viIl be erroneous. To

prevent premature drying of the wick, it
may he necessary to precool the rvet-bulb
by one of the follorri*g methods. IVater

4-12. Instrumerrt shelter, showing maximum and minimum thermometers, wet- and dry-bulb psychrometer,
ventilating fan.

and
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x'5aunn

4-13. Dry- and wet-bultr psychrometer, showing tubular muslin wick on wet-bulb thermometer'

moistening the bulb may be precooled
by storing it in a porous iug in the shelter,
where it will cool frorn evaporation of seep-

for

agCI through the irg" The wet-bulh rnay

it rvith a longer
of the wick in
end
the
inserting
wick and
few inches be*
a
placed
water
of
a container
is
psychrometer
the
Before
bulb.
low the
jrg
water
other
or
the
move
ventilated,
container away from the psychrometer.
(2) Dry-Butb Temperature Belora ,37"" Moisten the wick thoroughly 10 to 15 minutes
before the reading is taken. This time interval will permit the latent heat, rel.eased
if the rvater freezes, to be dissipated hefore
forced ventilation is started. If the wetbulb temperature is 32" or below before
ventilation is started, use water at room
temperature to rnelt any acctlmulation of ice
on the wet-bulh, since a thin coating of ice
,during the ventilation is necessary {or accurate results at these rmet-bulb temperaalso be cooled by equipping

tures.

4323. Yentilating the Psychrometer. The crank
of the psychrometer fan must he turned at least
\Yz revolutions per second to ventilate the psychrometer properly. When used as a, sling type,
ventilate the psychrometer in the folLowittg
manner:
(1) Select a shady spot free from obstructions
that might damage the psychrometer while
it is whirled.
(2) Face into the rvind"
(3) lvhirl the psychrometer at least 2 revolutions per second, and as far in front of the
the psychrometer at least 10 to

15

seconds between each reading (longer when

the temperature is near or below freezing) .
After each period of ventilation, hring the

psychrometer quickly and smoothly

Ilt'i
h-

ately

"

4324" Psychrorneter Readings. After the wetbulb has heen moistened ( and precooled if
necessary ) :
10
( 1) Yentilate the psychrometer for ahout
thermomboth
read
seconds at a time, and
eters to t re nearest one-tenth degree irnmediately followi*g each period of Yentilation.
(2) Repeat the ventilation operation as in (1)
until trvo successive read ings of the rvet-bulh
are the same. At this point, the rvet-krulb
must still be moist or ice coated: &s appropriate. A rise in the temperatgre of the
r,r,,et-hrulb between two Successive readings,
u,ithout corresponding rise in the tem^
perature of the d"ry-butrb, usually indicates
that the u,,ick is d-ry. Ttrre wick should he
moistened again and the ventilation process
repeated, after permitting the wet-bulb to
precooL to as 1ow a ternperature as possihlo
from natural ventilation. Ilowever, when
the bulb is still ril,ret and its temperature rises
to 32o betrveen readings, the water is at the
point of freezing and additlonal rrentilation
is required to dissipate the latent heat of
freezing and to reduce the temperature to
the true wet-bulb temperature. when the
w-ater remains unfr ozew ab a wet-hulb temperature below 32o F., in spite of the usuaL
ventilation, freezing mey be induced" by
touching the rvick with a cool ohieet, preferably snow or ice, and continui"ng the Yen*
tilation, if necessary: until the wick is
frozen.

bocly as possible.

(4) Yentilate

stop, and read the thermometers i,mmed'i-

to a,

(3) Record the lowest wet-bulb reading obtained in (2) and the corresponding dryhulh reading. Enter these readings to the
nearest one-tenth degree in the appropriate
spaces of the forms in use.
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44OO.

WATER TEMPERATURES

44TO. General. The rnaximum and minimum
temperatures of the water are determined fro,m
temperature sensing elements placed beneath the

surface of the water in the eyaporation pan.
Either an indicating or recordirg thermometer
may be used" for this purpose,.
4420. Six's Therrnometer" A Six's thermometer u,ill provide the foregoirg temperatures. In
one type of ins,tallation, the thermo'meter is provided with a shield ancl mounted horizontally on
a float-supported non-magnetic frame (see fig.
+-+). The frame supports the thermo'meter,
which can be set to ride approximately r/+ inch
beneath the water surface by adjusting the screws
holding the bulb end. Attach the float to an
anchor using flexible lines at least 10 inches long,
but short enough to keep the unit approximately
one foot from the edge of the pan and the gage.
Tr,vo lines, one attached to each end of the frame,
should sttffice.
442O.L. fn another type of installation, the
Six's thermometer is mounted horizontally on

^

plastic holder rvhich rests on the bottom of the pan.
A brass handle is attached to the holder at the bulb
end, and 'hooks ove,r the edge of the pan. The

holder is installed on the north side of the pan
to insuro that the thermometer bulb is shaded.
4420.2. I(eep the thermometer assembly, including floats and shield, free frorn dust and sediment. IJse a soft wet cloth for cleaning the unit.
4421. Reading and Setting Six's Thermorneter.
Read the temperature to the nearest whole degree
as indicated by the end of the metal index nearest
the column of mercury in each tube. Enter the
highest and lowest readings in the proper water
temperature columns of the record form. To set
the thermometer, place the horseshoe magnet, open
end down, directly above first one and then the
other steel index, and move the index into contact
with its respective mercury column.
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4422. Check of Six's Thermometer. IMhen the
pan is cleaned, or at least once a month, remove
Six's therm,ometer from pan and place in the instrument shelter. Allow enough time for the
thermometer to d*y and reach air temperature.
Read the current air temperature from the minimum thermometer without resetting (see 1l 2112.4)
and the temperature from the Six's thermometer.
Enter these comparative readings in the Rernarks
column. If the neadings differ by 2o or more,
notify the WRPC. The purpose of this check is
to evaluate the reliability of the water temperature observations.
443A. Recording Thermorneter. Ary recordirg
thermometer having a sensing element suitable for
immersion in water may be used, o.g.r electrical
resistance, mercury-in-steel or gas-filIed steel
sensing elements. The line connecting the thermometer to the recorder should be long enough to
permit installation of the recorder u'here it will
not cast a shadow on the pan or be within 4 feet of
any of the instruments I preferably, it should be in
a low housing along the fence in the northern
half of the enclosure in the Northern lfemisphere.
The thermometer should be mounted on an adjustable float mechanism in a horizontal position,
shielded from direct solar and sky radiation or
physical damage. The float mechanism should be
adjusted to support the thermom,eter about onefourth inch beneath the surface of the water, near
the center of the pan.
443L. Mzrximum and minimum water temperAture data can b,e determined from the charts of
continuous rvater temperature recorders, but need
not be recorded on the observation form. Enter
identification data, including the name of the station, date, and time of placing chart on recorder
or removing it therefromr or each recorder chart.
Follorv the manufacturer's instructions for changi*g the chart and operati^g and maintaining the
mechanism.

CITAPTER

5. SOM TEMPERATURM
5{}OO. GEITERAI"

S$-tr"#, Hntrurduetion. Soil temperature obse,rvations rvi1l he made at seiected locations. Pri.ority
rvill he given to benclimark and agroclimatic statietns in allocation of equipment. The dztta are
collected for general climatologicatr purposes and

in agricultural meteorology.
5011" Types of Readings. Dial-type therrnom-

for

tise

eters or other currently recommendecl type u,'i11 be

nsed, Depending upoll the depth, maximllm nnd
rrainimum temperatnres, current ternperatures, or
both, m.ill he ohserved.

5tr00. EXPOSUHE

I0.

Exposure and Frotection of Equipn-.ent.
The trocation chosen for expCIsllre of soil thermom
eters shoutrd be representative of the principal
natural agricuituratr soils and conditions of the
Area. The exposltre should be level, or nearly sor
5

tr"

tr\eunn

and well-drained. It shoutrd not be subject tc
iruigation, ol,erfl.orv, or unusual- groundwater cott ditions" It will norrnally be within or adiacent
to the plot rvhere other climatological instruments
a,re located". Suitable fencing or other protection
should he afforded to prevent trampling of the
ohsen ation area.
Except in unusual situzttions r,rrhere shad"e or par'tial shade is normally experienced and is considered as the representative condition for the
frrea, the exposrlre site should he open to full sun*
shine as nearly as possible at all times"
5I-20. Size of Plot. Normally the location of
the thermometers centrally in a plot 10 by 10 feet,
or slightly larger r,r,'i11 be satisf actory. JMhere
both sod and bare plots are maintained. the bare
plot should also be at treast 10 by 10 feet. If, under unusual circumst,ances, the location is not

b-1. Soil ternperature thermometer

heads mounted

in horizontal

shelter.
49
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representative of the surroundings, the plots
should be largerr that is, at least B0 by B0 feet.
5130. Maintenanee of Ground cover.

5I31. sod-covered Plots.

The sod-covered plots

should be under blue grass, alta fescue,

p*".rnial
rler or other grasses or mixtures of g"ui.** ( and
legumes) normally used for lawns o* permanent
pastures in the area. They should be clipped or

mowed as a lawn maintaining a 2 to

B

inch height

rather uniformly. Except as necessary to start
the coyer prior to the periocl of record: ro irrigation sho,ld be applied. rf, during severe droug-ht,
it is necesary to'i*igate to preserve the cover, tt u
soil temperature record during that period should
be noted as non-representative and ihould be excluded from the published d ata.
5132. Natural cover. At 1ocations where the

normal clirnate and soil do not permit the maintenance of a sod cor.er as described, the coyer wiII be
maintained as near as possible to the natural cover
cornmon to the area.

513s. Bare soil Plors. Bars soil plots should

be kept free from weeds and other vegetative coyer
at atrl times" This may be accomplished by scrapirg with a hoe or by chemical treatment. .r,he

latter is often reeomlnended as easier, Ionger lastirg, and causing less change to soil structlrre.
Deep cultivation should be avoided but shallow
working with a rake to avoid heayy crusting after
precipitation is recommended.
5134. ivfaintenanee of Bare plors. rf chemical
treatment is used to maintain a, bare plot, some
precautions in selection and use are necess ary.
The nature of the effects of some of the sterilants
on the physical properties of soil is not c,ompletely understood. rt has been slrggested that
somo of the reported difficulties (such as an increased tendency to slake and crust with loss of
structure) are due largely to overdosage" Manufacturers' recommendations on dosagc should be
carefully observed.
some of the chemicals are more soluble than
others. The more soluble products tend to move
down into the soil while the less soluble products
remain on the surface. The 1atter are more apt
to wash away during heavy rain and may seriously
injure desirable vegetation in adjoining plots.

Care in choice of chemi car, rate and method of
application, and time of application is necess&rfl"
The follor,virg products have been suggested u*
useful for this purpose :
sodium chlorate ( several forms ineluding pellets )
Boron ( brand name Borascu )
Methy-Iurea eompounds (Monuron and Diuron) (brand
names Telvar and Karmex )
I{ew chemieals, sueh as Erbon or Simazine

Many factors, including soil type and elimate, in*
fluence the effectiveness of these chemieals and.

their action on the physical structure of the soitr"
Boron has found more favor in arid seetions, the
chlorates in humid areas. Recommendations of
local soil and weed control experts on the best sterilant for the local area should be obtained where
possible.

5135. snow cover. snow cover should remain
natural and undisturbed. So far as possible, the
observation site should be so located that snowfall
is normal and neither artificial drifting nor scourirg by wind, due to obstructions, is e*perienced.
5200" I\STALIATIOIV

5210. r,stallation of rhermcmeters.
5211. Loea[iorr. So far as possible, the thermonreters or sensing elernents will be loeated in
and under undisturbed soil. They should be in
close contact with the arnbient, .oil, without the
presence of insulating air spaces or pockets, and
without artificial channels for entry of water.
527.2" Reeommended procedures for rnstalla*
tinn. The follor,virg procedures are recom*
mended for installirg the mercury-in-steel soitr
temperature elements. The objeetive is to 1ocate
the sensing elements centrally in the observatioru
plot at the correct depth and in and under an
essentially undisturbed soil. A small trench or
pit is drg immediately adjacent to and on the
north side of the spot where the observations wilt
be mado (see

fig. b-1)" This should be as small

as

to permit the necessary work" The sod
eover should be carefully removed and be set aside
on hoards or tarpaulin to be rater replaced. The
possibtre

soil should be removed in layers and should also be
set aside carefully in boxes or on tarpaulin or etc.

to be later replaced in as nearry as possible its
original condition and order"
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soil temperature.
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The pit or trench should be slightly deeper than
for a sensing element ( see sketch)
to allow sufficient rvorking space and to permit
slight looping of the flexibrle cables (to avoid a,
moisture channel to the sensing element).
A rod about 18 inches long and b lt}-inch diameter
should be used to position the sensing elements
(which are 13 inches long and b/16-inch diameter) . The rod should be pressed into the face of
the south end of the pit at the proper depth
and be driven into the soil nearly its full length.
It should remain para1le1 to the surface above it so
that it is the same depth throughout its full length"
The rod can be withdrawn by grasping firrnly with
pliers and turning or twisting slightly while tapping outward on the pliers with a hammer"
The sensing element is then pressed into the hole
so formed. This should be done by hand without
undue force. If too much resistance is met the
element should be withdra\vn and the hole again
cleared with the rod,
the lor,vest clepth

5214. Thermometer Head Shelter. The soil
temperature thermometer heads must be protected from the elements by a shelter. The shelter
can be of the types illustrated rvith the access door
opening from either the side or the top. The
length of the shelter .lvill depend on the number
of thermometers installed (see fig. b-1).
5215. Location of Shelter. The shelter should
foot or so from the south face of the
pit. Supports for the shelter can be located and
set in the floor of the pit before replacirg dirt.
The height of the shelter aboye undisturbed surface of the ground should be sufficient to make
reading convenient rvithin the limitations of the
cable length. 'The 5-foot cable will permit about
a 3-foot height with the element at g inches and
a slight loop in the floor of the trench.
be located a

52L6. Replaeemenr of Soil in pit. Ttrre soil
should be replaced in the pit to conform as nearly
as possible to its original condition" rt wittr usually
require firm packing as each layer is replaced.
This is often conveniently done by soaking the
soil as it is returned to the pit. Then the sod
should be reptraced. The excess moisture will assist
in renewirg the sod grorvth and will not remain
too long nor moye very far laterally.

OBSERYERS,

5300. I}EPTFIS OF MEASUREMEI\TS
5310" Depth of Soil remperature Measurernents"

531r. Recornmended Depths. The followi*g
depths have been recommended by the Commission for Climatology (CCl) and Commission for
Agricultural Meteorology ( CAgM) of the JMorld

Meteorological Organization (WMO) for obserr.ation of soil ternperature. These are given in
terms of centimeters (the unit used hy the WMo)
and in approxirnate inch equivalents.
cm.
5 10 20
50 100 150 300
in.248
20 40 60 120
The 5-cm. depth rr,,as suggested by CAgM for agricultural purposes but \vas not recommended by
CCl. The 150- and 300-cm. depths were recommended by CCI for elimatological purposes but
lvere omitted from the CAgM recommendations.
lYhile the 5-cm. depth is of agricultural and other
interest, it is extremely sensitive to microdifferences in soil type and color, vegetativo and other
cover, moisture, depth, etc., so that its use in the
general field program will be subjeet to rerriew

after further experience.
53L2. order of Friority of Depths. lVhere a
choice of depttr or depths must be made due to
limitations, as in number of instruments available
or for other reasons, the followirg order of priority is recommended:
cm.
10
20 50 100 5 150 800
in.
4
820
402
60 120
5400. OBSERVATIONS
5410. Frequency of observation. Tho cliurnal
range in temperature in the soil often equals or exs the diurnal range in air temperature in the
shallow layers. Ho$-ever, the amptritude of the
range is rapidly diminished with depth until it is
reduced to the order of about 1o F. at around lyz
ta 2 feet. rt is of interest to know hoth the daitry
extreme,s and the daily average in the shallower
layers while the daily ayerage or one observation
per duy is sufficient at lower depths. For purposes
of definition in this regard, b0 cm. and deeper requires only one okrserrration per duy while at depths
less than 50 cm., daily maximum and minimum are
ceed

desired.

5411. Tirne of observation. Normally, soil
will be installed at or near the loca-

thermometers

SOIL TEMPERATURE

tion of a climatological station making daily ob,servations of air temperature. In such cases the
soil thermometer observations will be a part of the
regular observation and at the same time of duy.
In other cases a convenient time between 5 p.m. and
8 p.m.should be chosen and regularly adhered to.
The observations will then correspond in time to
the normal climatological practice.

5412. Entry of Temperature Readings on Perrnanent Record Forms. Temperatures rn'ill be
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recorded to nearest lr,ho1e degree. If maximum
and minimum soil temperatures are observed; indicate in heading or by a footnote attached to the

proper column(s) tt*uximum and minimum for
(period coverQd, as calendar duy)." Enter maximum and minimum values in the same block, separated by a slant line. If current temperatures
instead of maximum and minimum values are
available, enter thern for the proper level with time
of observation -*ho\\.,n in the ttTime LST" column.

CHAPTER
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ATMOSPHEHTC PHENOMEiTA
6000. GENERAT

6010. Elements Ofoserved. Atmospheric phethat are observed and reported include
tornadoes, waterspouts, thunderstorms, strong
wincls (including squalls), precipitation in any
form, fog, haze, smoke, dust, frost, etc. Obseryations of these phenomerla constitute an important
part of the record from a climatological station,
nomen&

since they are often the only rvritten account of the
occurrence of the phenomena in the community.
Ohservations of atmospheric phenomena, except
the depth of precipitation, are made rvithout the
aid of instruments. Data will be reported on the
date of occurrence in appropriately labeled hlanks
on the forms provided; otherwise, they should be
reported" under (6remarks," giving date, time, and
duration of occurrence" fn the case of destructive
storms, bltzzards, and damagirg local floods, all
availahle information regardirg property damage
anC number of persons injured or killed should he
suhmitted. Newspaper clippingS: includi*g pictures, often add much to the value of these report,s.

6100" TORNAT}OES AND WATERSPOUTS
6I- 10. flescription" These local storms occur
ryrhen meteorological conditions are favorabtre for

H,reunn

6-1. Tornado funneL cloud, near Manhattan,
Kansas, May 31, 1949.

6130. Ohserving and Recording. Record the
tirne of occurrence, the direction and" length of
path, width of the path, d estruction from wind and
hail, injuries, deaths, and any other relevant cireumstarlces.

6200" THUI\NERSTORMS

6120" Reporting by Telephone. lMhen a, torns,do is observed in p'rogress, the designated

6210, Defrnition. For record purposes a, thunderstorm is regarded as i"n progress at the station
when thunder is heard iruespective of whether
lightni*g is seen. The intensity of a thunderstorm
may vary from occasional peals of thunder, with
or without rain, to very frequent, even almost continuous, sharp, and pronounced thunder and lightning, with strong winds and heavy rain, sornetimes
accompanied by hai1.

lMeather Bureau Office should be advised i,mmeddately by telephone collect, giving the following in-

6220. Ohserving and Recording. Record the
time of occurrence, the direction and distance from

intense thunderstorm

activity" The distinguish-

i*g feature is the d ark, whirlinsr

funnel-shaped
cloud rvith its violent and destructive winds. The
sfrorm is called a tornado (soe fig.6*1) rvhen it oc:
curs orrer land and a waterspout rv]ren it occurs
over water.

formation:

1) Distance and direction from your station.
t2) Direction toward which it is traveling.
(3) Time observed.

(

the station, and the direction tow'ard which the
storm moved. A*y damage from hail, flooding,
nnd lightnirg should also be recorded. For example: "Thunderstorm rvith heavy rain and frebb
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lightnirg, scattered damage to buildings and
lirrestock from lightnirg, and to crops from
flooding of lowIands." (For the reporti*g of accornpanying n inds and resulting damage, see
quent

1T

6320. )

6300. TIAMAGIITG WII\DS, SQUALLS?

AI\D GUSTS
6310. Definitions. \Yinds rvi1l be regarded as
"damagirg" (previously termed t'high" or'

tcstrong"

) whenever they result in damage to vegetation, buildings, or other property. A squall is
a wind that increases suddentry in speed, maintains
peak speeds of the intensity of a fresh breeze or
greater (see tahl e 6-1) for a, period of 2 or more
minutes, then decreases rapidly in speed. Gusty

Beaufort

Miles per

nurnber

hour

Knots

1

wheat."

nternationai

Less than

1

Calm

1_3

Light air -

4_7

4-6

Light

8-12

71A

13-18
1g-24

11-16
L7-21

Fresh

25-31

22-27

Strong

32-38

28-33

Near gale-

39-46

47-54

34-44
4L-47

Strong gale

55-63

4E-55

Storm-

64-72

56-63

Violent storm

73-82

64-7L

Hurricane - -

1-3

_

currence, and other characteristics such as squatr]s
and gustiness, and the nature of the resulting darnage. For example: "Squalls and gusty urinds,
1 p.m., 23d" I4'idespread damage to unharvestecn

Speciflcations

description

Less than

12_

f

winds are characterized hy sudden, intermittent
increases in speed, u-ith yery noticeable variations
in speed between peaks and lulls. The average
time interval betr,r,,een peaks and lulls does not
usually exceed 2A seconds. Damaging rvinds,
squalls, and gustiness often occLlr w,ith thunderstorms, but they may also occur alone. The intensity of the wind malr be estimated from the
specifications given in table 6-1, Wind EquivaIents-Beauf ort Scale.
6320. Ohsenving and Recording, trVhenevor
"damagirg" r,vinds occur, record the time of oc-

breeze

Gentle breeze
Moderate- -

Gale

6400. HYNROMETEORS-PRECIPITATIOIY
64,10" General. The term hydrometeors includes
all atmospherie phenomen& composed of liquid or
solid forrns of water. Ifydrometeors that fall to
the earth's surface are forms of precipitation and
include rain, snow, sleet, hail, and ice crystals.
The character of precipitation is classified as eontinuous, intermittent, and showery. The intensity
is classified as light, rnoder ate, and heavy. fn
general, otrrservers will not be expected to report
the character and intensity of precipitation.

Calm; smoke rises verticaltry.

Direction of wind shown by smoke drift but not hy
wind vanes.
Wind felt on face; leaves rustle;ordinary vane moved

by wind.
Leaves and small twigs in constant motion; wind ex*
tends light flag.
Raises dust, loose paper; small trranches a,re moved.
Smail trees in leaf begin to sway; crested wavelets
form on inland waters.
Large branches in motion; whistling heard in telegraph wires; umbrellas used with difficulty.
Whole trees in motion; inconvenience fett walking
against wind
Breaks twigs off trees; generally impedes progress.
Slight structural damage occurs; (chimney pots, slates,
removed)

"

Seldom experienced inland; trees uprooted; consider*
able structural damage occurs.
V*{y rarely experiene ed; accompanied by widespread
damage.

642A. Rain. Drops of u,,ater falling from the
sky (usually from visible clouds). Rain, as used
in this manual, includes drizzle, u,hich is composed
of very small and uniformly dispersed drop1ets
that may appear to float while follor,ving air e.nr*
rents. Ilnlike fog droplets, however, drizzle falls
to the ground.

6420,7" Freezing Raim. Rain or drizzle that
in liquid form and freezes to objects on the
ground. It forms a smooth coatirg of transparent
layers of ice, termectr gloae (see fig. 6-2). Condifatrls

ATIVIOSPI{E

Frcunp

6-2.

H'reunn

6€,

X'reezing

RIC PHENOMENA

N-W

&{

rain (glaze) on power lines following an ice storm in January 1943. New Yot'k
Light Compang ph,otograph, Albang, N.Y.

of Cherry Yalley, N.Y., on
I"oght

O

December 29, 7942, follou,ing an ice storm.
ompu,ny Xtlt,otogra.ph, Al,bang, lf.Y.

I{ew Ysrk

Pou:er and"

Poauer

&?Ld
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tions under which glaze forms are often referred
to as ,ice storms. Such storms may cause extensive
damage to trees, shrubs, and telephone and power
lines, and create hazardous conditions on streets
and. roads (see fig. 6-3). G1aze ice ma;r often be
mixed with rime ice (see T 6550).
6430. Sleet. Transparent: or partly transparent,
more or less globular, hard grains of ice about
the size of raindrops that bounce when striking
hard surfAces. It is formed by raindrops or partly
melted snowflakes freezing as they fall. Its fa1l
rnay be continu,ousr intermittent, or showery.
6440. Hail. Ice balls or stones (see fig*. 6-+ and
6-5) ranging in diameter from that of mediumsized raindrops to an inch or more. They may fall
detached or frozen together into irregular, lumpy
masses. They are composed of clear ice or of alternatitg clear and opaque snowlike layers. Ilail
often accompanies thunderstorm activity. Surface temperatures are usually above fteezi^g when
hail occurs. Determination of size will be based

n'reunn

6-b.

Freunn

6-4. HaiI stones near Neligh, Nebr., June 73-L4,
1950. Photogra,plt, bA C. L.

Gi,l,l,espi'e.

Ground covered with hail following storm in northern Pontotoc County, OkIa., May 2L,7940. Photograph
bg Member of StafJ of Oklalloma A &M Col,lege, Stiltwater, Oktah,oma'

ATMOSPIIERIC PHENOMENA

on the diameter (in inches) of normally shaped
hailstones.

snow by climatological stations"

6451,. Snory Pellets. White: opaeue pellets, o,nesixteenth to one-fourth inch in diametsr. They
are crisp and easily compressible, and may bounce
or burst when striking hard surfaces.
64i,52" Snow Grains (Granular snow). Minute,
branched, starlike snowflakes or very fine simple
crystals. They are smaller than snow pellets and
usually fall in rrery small quantities from low
stratified cloud,s.

6500. MISCELLAI\EOUS HYDROMETEORS
6510. Fog. Minute water droplets suspended in
the atmosphere to form a cloud at the surface of
the earth. These droplets have no visib,le downward motion. When fog is present, the hortzontal
visibility is usually less than 3 miles. Fog differs
from hazeby its dampness s,rd gray color.
6511. Iee Frg. Suspended particles in the form
of ice crystals. It occurs at low temperatures and
usually in clear, calm weather in high latitudes.
rt doe,s not often obscure the sun or moon and may
cause halos.

Derr. Liquid rvater that

6532" Heavy Frost. Surface objects, vegetation,
with a copious deposit of fro'st.
6540. Freeze. The condition of the lorver atmosphere when the temperature of surface objects
is 32o or lowsr. A free,ze may or may not be accompanied by an actual deposit of frost. JMhen
vegetation is injured by o relatively low temperature (with or without frost), the condition is
termed a freeze. Durirg a freeze the air at the
level of the instruments in the shelter rnay be above
32", although the temperature at the ground is 32'
or lower. This condition most frequently occurs
during calm, clear nights, with the greatest temperature difference occurrirrg near, or soon after,
etc., covered

6450. Snow. lMhite or translucent ice crystals,
chiefly in complex branched hexagonal form (sixpointed "stars"), often mixed with simple crystals.
Snow occurs under meteorological conditions similar t,o those of rain, but the temperature of the air
aloft must be freezing (32' F.) or lower. Snow
pellets and snow grains are forms of solid pre,cipitation that will be classified and reported as

652A.

5g

condenses upon

objects at or near the surface of the earth at temperatures above freezing. Dew occurs on calm
clear nights.
6530. Frosr (Hoarfrosr) " A deposit of thin ice
crystals in the form of scales, needles, feathers,
or fans in crystalline form on objects whose temperature is 32o or lower" Frost can occur at the
ground when the air temperature is several degrees above freezing at the level of the instrument
shelter.

6531. [,ight Frost. Surface objects, vegotation,
etc., covered with a, thin deposit of frost, which
may be more or tress patchy"

sunrise.

654L. Light Freeze. Little destructive effect on
vegetation, except on tender plants and vines;
often accompanied by temperatures of 92" or
higher at the thermometer level in the instrument
shelter.

6542, Ifilling Freeze, Widely destructive effects on staple vegetation, with temperatures
usually below 32" at the thermometer level in the
instrument shelter.
6543" Hard Freeze. Staple vegetation destroyed I the ground surface frozen solid under
foot I heavy ice on puddles and on other exposed
water surfaces.
6550. Rirne. (See fig. 6-6.) A white or milky
opaque, granular rrass of ice or ice crystals deposited on fences, trees, telephone posts, and other
exposed objects at temperatures below 32". On

the windward side, rime may grow to very thick
layers, long feathery cones, or needles pointing
into the wind and having a, structure similar to
that of frost (soft rime). It may also be compact and forrn as glazed cones or feathers (hard
rime).
656A. Blorsing Snoly. Snow lifted frorn the surof 6 feet or more above
the surface and blown about in such quantities
that the horizontal visibility is restricted at or
above that height" When tifted to ?L height of
less than 6 feet it is called dri,ftong sm,ow"
656T. R.porting. Blowing or drifting snow will
be reported wheneyer it causes damage, such as
by blocking roads or exposing seeded fields.
face by wind to a height
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peaks. lMhen the sun is welL Llp: it rnay ha,ve
a peculiar silvery tinge.
6630, Srnoke. An ashy product of eombustion
consisting of fine particles suspended in the atmosphere. JMhen srnoke is present, the disk of
the sun at sunrise and sunset appears very red,
and during the daytime has reddish tinge.
^ forest fires,
Smoke at a, distance, such as from
r-rsually has a tight grayish or bluish color, and
is evenly distrihuted in the upper air. Locan
smoke of rrery limited extent should be disregarded"

6640. Dust. Finely divided earthy matter, uni.formly distributed in the air. It intparts a tannish or grayish hue to distant objects" The sLrn's
disk is pale and colorless, or has a yellow tinge.
Dust picked" up locally from the surface and blo.wn
about in clouds or sheets that reduce horizontal
visibility to 6 miles or less is called blow,i.ng du,st.
ft may completely obscure the sky" L d,uststorm
occurs when the blowing dust reduees horizontal

visibility to less than five-eighths of a mile" A
whirlwind, usually of short duration, made visible by dust picked up from the
smatrl vigorous

surface, is called a dust deu'il. Dust devils usually

tr\cunn 6-6. Rime ice f ormation on leading surface of
an aircraft component. NACA Plr,otograplt"

6500. LITHOMETEORS
6610. General. Lithometeors are a class of at
mospheric phenomenA, among rvhich dry haze and
smoke are the most common examples. In contrast to a hydrometeor, which consists largely of
water, a lithometeor is composed of solid dust or
sand particles, or the ashy products of combustion.

6520" }ilaze. Small dust or salt particles that
lend a eharacteristic milky appearancs to the sky,
sometimes with a faint coloring suggestive of the
colors of the rainbo\v or of soap bubbles. H.aze
resembles a, uniform veil over the landscape and
subdues its colors. This veil has a, bluish tinge
when viewed against a dark background, such as
a mountain, but it has a yellorvish or orange tinge
against a bright background, such as the sun,
clouds at the horizon, or snowcapped mountain

occur during fair weather conditions as result
^
of intense heating of the air near the ground,
or
of the effect of local topography on the wind"
They setrdom ,last long enough or develop suffi.-

ciently to cause appreciable damage. The fact
that they occur during clear weather or in conneetion u,'ith sma1l fair-weather clouds aids in distinguishing them from tornadoes (see 1T 6110).
6650. tslowing Sand. Sand picked up from the
surface and blown ahout in clouds or sheets that
restrict horizontal visibility to 6 miles or less. It
is called a sandstorurb when the wind is very strong

and the visibiXity
eighths of a, mile.

is reduced to

tress

than five-

67T}0. IGITEOUS METEORS

6710. Lightni*g. A visihte eleetrical discharge
occurrirg in the atmosphere. Lightni^g oecurs as
a discharge rn ithin a, cloud, botween clouds, or
between clouds and ground. Distant lightning is
any trightni*g that occurs so far from the observer
that the resulting thunder cannot be heard. It
may be seen a,s streaks or sheets.

6r
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6-7.

Cloud-to-ground and cloud-to-cloud

lightning. Photograph, bA N. M. Kl,ein.
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6800. I,UMNOUS METEORS

I

6810. General. Optical phenomena, except aurora, caused by reflection, refraction, and diffraction of the light from the sun or moon as it passes
through clouds or other hydrometeors.
6820. Halo, Solar or Lunar. (See fig. 6-7). A
colored or whitish ring or arc about 1nu sun or
moon. The radius of the most frequently observed
halo (22 halo) subtends an arc of approximately
22". When colored it is red on the inside. The
sky is darker inside the ring than outside. I{alos
a,re formed by refraction of the light as it passes
through ice crystals. Other halo phenomenA include the 46" ring, parhelia, tangent arcretc.

6830. Corona, Solar or Lunar. A rainbowcolored ring surrounding the sun or moon and
formed by diffraction of light by water droplets.
It may vary greatly in stze) but it is usually
smaller than a hatro. Alt spectral colors may be
visible, with red on the outside, but frequently the
inner colors are not visible.
6840. Rainbow. A circular arc of light seen in
an aggregate of water drops such as rainfall. The

n'reusn

t

hr

[li,

6-8. Upper

more intense types (primary and secondary) are
seen on the opposite side of the observer from the
source of tight (sun, moon, etc.)" The primary
(most intenso and vivid) bow exhibits red on the
outside at a radius angle of about +0', and blue to
violet on the inside; the secondary bow, when
visible, appears outside the primary bow, and with
its colors reversed; for example, red appears on
the inside at a radius angle of about 50'.
6841. Principal Bows" The principal bows are
seen in an aggregate of predominantly large drops,
such as from summer thundershowers. They exhibit the most brilliant color contrast among rainbows, usually including

all of the primary colors.
6842. Fog Bows. trog bows are seen in aggregates of very small rvater droplets, such as fog or
cloud droplets. They are predominantly whitish
arcs of light, although sometimes the outer margin of the primary type may have a reddish and
the inner margin a bluish tinge.
6843. Supernumerary Bows. SupernumerarJr
bou,,s are narrow arcs that show fainter and feu,er
colors than adjacent principal bows. When visi-

segment of a solar

halo. Ph,otograph bA R. L.

Da,a.

.'..
.'
tj

'.I

:

.,

PIIENOMENA

ble, they are seen along the inner margin of primary bo#s and the outer margin of secondary
bowS.

6850. Aurora. A luminous glow frequently
called northern lights or aurora borealis in the
I{orthern lfernisphere. ft is usually seen in the
northern portion of the sky, but in high latitudes
,:

it may
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atrso be seen overhead, or even to tho southward of the zentth. It may appear in such forms
as arcs, bands, rays, curtains, and coronas. It is
usually of .a whitish color, but may have various
other colors. The lower edges of the arcs and curtains of the aurora ars usually fairly well defined,
while the upper .,dg.r are il1-defirre,d.

CTIAPTER

7.

EARTHQUAKES

7OOO. GENERAT

7010. Definition. An earthquake (technicaltry
knorn n as a ttseism" or ttseisrnic disturhance") is
a shakirg or trembling of the earth orving to adjustments in its crust, such as slipping and sliding
of masses of material at or below the surface.
Tremors resulting from such adiustments may
vary from mild, alrnost imperceptible ones to violent movements in which the earth's surface undergoes major changes in its elevation and features.
7O2O. Cooperation With U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. The Weather Bureau is cocperati*g with the II.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey in
the collection of earthquake (seismological) data.
'The Il.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey analyzes
these data and prepares charts shorving the locations where seismic disturbances occurred. These
charts, giving the location of breaks and rveak
vertical seams in the earth's crust along rvhich
tremors occurred, are of r,'alue in planni*g the 1o-

cation of perrnanent, structures such as d.ams, reservoirs, aqueducts, bridges, etc.

7100. OBSERYII\G AI\D REPORTII\G
EARTHQUAKBS
7110, Earthquake Reports. Report any earth
tremors observed" fnformation desired in connection with each earthquake observed is listed on
WB Form 870-1, Earthquake Report. Forms for
this purpo'se are included at the end of this chapter. Additional copies may be obtained in the
manner specified in 1T 1111. The information
desired is outlined in detail on the form. It is
suggested that the observer become familiar w'ith
the types of data requested, to simplify preparation of the form in the event that tremors are felt
in the vicinity of the station.
7L2O. Mailing Reports. A completed copy of
IVB Form 870-1 Earthquake Report, together
rvith ne\vspaper clippings and pictures, if enYr
should be mailed to the offi.ce designated in separate instructionsr &s soon as practicable after the
occurrence of an earthquake. Franked envelopes
are furnished for use in mailing these reports (see
T 1111).
DD

WB Form 870-i.

IT.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
WEATHER BUREAU
fn cooperation with

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY

EAETTI-IaUAKE REPORT
IMPORTANT.-Answer questions in your own words or by adding or underscoring appropriate words. If necessary,
use blank space at end of report for additional information. When a report is requested on a particular earthquake, the
form always should be returned. Even though the earthquake was not observed, I, II, and III should be fiIled in.
Newspaper clippings and photographic prints are very desirable.

I. Date of earthquake--

II.

Time (railroad)

------------------------a.m.
p.m.

Name and address of observer-

III. Location and occupation of observer when earthquake

occurred.
(City, town, coun.ty, State.)

(N., NE., central, etc.)
(On mountain, hiIl, or plain, or in valley.)
c)
at.

3.

Outside-

Inside.(OId,

(Made, sandy, rocky, ete.)

(Riding, walking, sitting, lying down, sleeping, etc.)
- - - -(Wood,

new.)

high,------------stories
(1, 2, 3, etc.)

(Wei1, poorly.)

irick, reinforced

--------building.

concrete, stone, etc.)

-----constructed.

Observer on- - - - - - - - - - -floor, - - - - - - (1, 2,3, etc.)

(Walking, sitting, Iying down, sleeping, etc.)

XV. Character of ground movement:

1. Earthquake was felt

by----------

2. Number of shocks----

(Give time of each

3' character of felt motion

-

By observer?-

ofpopulation.)

(One, several, many, proportion

Onset-

shock.)

(Yes. no)

(Gradual, rapid, abrupt.)

(Tremblin;, uu*ping, .oct ing,i*rvirg,

"t"lgi""

Jii*ii"..l

-

-

(No. yes-give location and description.)

5. Did landslides occur?-

-----

6. Were tidal disturbances

V.

=

---

in;. v"i:gi". i""rli*

observed by anyone?-

ona

J".".lpT*i

(No. yes-give description.)

Sounds:

L.

SurJace sounds due

to creaking of buildings, rattling of loose objects, etc., heard

io..,i."..ur,;rr&pr"priri*"rp"prrrii"r.j

By observer?(One, several,

2a. Subterranean sounds

2b. Character of sounds.

occurred-----

<rrt"t,

3.

'Were

(i';,r;j---

mmy, proportion

of

population.)

(Before, at, after-give time interval.)

-"o"i"ut l"-"d-;*kirc, ;rttlt"!; b;;pt"g,

any bells rung as a result of the

by----------

...rpirg, in-""4.;r*,

--beginning of

(Yes, no.)

earthquake.

dils-,;hl.ili"c-,;;;;"*.ib"-fuit;

earthquake?--------- ----iN;.y;;_deilib;.)67

68
Vf.

Visible efrects aiid

damage:

l

1.

Disturbed objects were observed by

c>

Was there any visible swaying of buildings or trees?-____

2.

c)

o. Damage

By observer?
---.^------ --'-ii"r,";.t-.
(One,sevoral,mary,proportionofpopulation.) "

to buildings-_

------(Nr;;;;ignt,-rria*"u.;.d;)------

..

-------:-

3a.Damagetotightstructuralparts,suchaschimne;rs,tiIeroofs,ornaments,etc---.__---(Give extent and character of damage.)

3b. Walls cracked-----(Number-goneral alirection of most badly-cracked walls.)

3c. Buildings,partially damaged or

destroyed_

___:____-__-_

(Numbor-well or poorly constructod.-sood, brick, reinforced conc.ete, otcj- - 4.

Direction taken by fallen objects, such as chimneys, monuments, etc__________
(N.,NE',p.,etc'-nodennit;a1,;"1i,;_"bse.";d:ci';a;;il.-,lip"..iti".l_----

b. Damage

6.

to water mains, 1ails, bridges, qtructural foundations, cables, etc___

Effects on objects inside of buildings:

6a. Objects observed swinging or displaced
*

'

tables, berls, pictures, qhandeliors, doo-r.s, water i! open containers, etc.-giye directions in which objects
swrmg or movedciYe^d^irectlon of waLts on which objects #ere displacea the sreatest;moiiii-itesltne ir.-iuti;;ft;ssib1;;'sfi a<iiliiioir-aG,ici u
!--C-!airs,

n0cesssry.)

.

6b. Plaster on walls_____
lNot tlisturbeti,

cia-ckoO,

Ur"t"r,"

lh**-a-r*11.t - - - - - - - - - -

6c. Pendulum clocks stoooed
(Givetimeorstopping-dir;Aioniningtpg"a"t-r-."r"-c:rppi*iT1t9lq+g;h"frt"pddffi;;ir-. -c;;;-jG;i"f"-*r;io;

VII.

about ol,her penduluim ciocks wticfr aid'iioCjto-ij

Effects on population

'

(Few doubtful or positiYe of ground moYemontFfe'\il or many alamed-ge"erar

aiaim-re* or many panic stricken-general panlc-other detaits.)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
(Other sheets of descriptive matter may be attached to this report.)

WB Forrn 870-1

IT.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
WEATHER BUREAU
In cooperation with

AND GEODETIC SURVEY

IJ. S. COAST

EA,R.THQUAKE REPORT
Important.-Answer questions in your. own words or by- adding or urlderscoring-appropriate words. - If necessary' use
Ufa"[-.iuce ,l end of ."porl fo, additidnal information. - When a r-eport is requested on a particular eart]qu.ake, the form
though the earthquake was not 6bserved,1, II, and III should be fiIled in.
aiwrvJ'utio"ta
'"Newspaperbe return-ed. Even
clippings and photographic prints are very desirable.

Time (railroad)--------------3.H:

I. Date of earthquake
Il. Name and address of observer-III.

Location and occupation of observer when earthquake occurred.
1-

In-------(N.,

--------section of--------

(City, towa, couDty, State.)

NE., central, etc.)

(Riding, walking, sitting, tying down, sleeping, etc.)

3' rnside----(Old,
---

(1'''

t

;t"J-

Observer on-

IV.

new.)

- - stories

high'

------------

1t, z, z,

--building'

(Wood, brick, reidorced cotrcrete, stone, etc.)

- - - - - - - - -u'

p""'IvJ-

- - - - - constructed'

-floor,

(Walking, sitting, Iving down, sleeping, etc.)

"tc,)

Character of ground movement:

1. Earthquake was felt by-------.."
(Oo",

se"etat, many, proportion

:::--.--------ofpopulation.)

By
- observer?-

(Yes' no)

2' Number of shocks---- ------(Gir;u--""r.r"i,.i,".t.t---------- onset-------ioirorrrlrrpra-,ruirp1.l-------3'

Character of felt

4. Did

6.
Y.

motion

cracks appear

----iii"-6irg, u-r.pi"e,-"trrg,-r*"vr"e,.t"lgi". air".torJ---------------

in ground?---

w'ere tidal disturbances observed by

-

----- (N;.;"-r+i"-.r""utior*aa"."iipuil.i------- -------:----anyone?-------:----------(N; yilsiruo"-..riptirr,-i-

Sounds:

l.

Surface sounds due to creaking of buildings, rattling of loose objects, etc., heard
-

2,

io"",

--- By observer? - - - l-v"i,
""1
or eart};. sounds heard by----:----------(One,
many, proportion oI population.)

i*"*r, -*v-, p*p*fi*

Subterranean

by----------

rr-p-"prLii";l-

-

several,

2a. Subterranean sounds

occurred-----(Beiore, at, aftor-give time interval.)
---------beginning

(Yes, no.)

of earthquake.

2b. Character of sounds---

<f"i"t, -rJ.rut"fv foualcrrct i"g, rattling, bumphg, scraping, thunderous ,roaring, whisUing, etc.-describe fulty.)

B. were any bells rung

&s

a result of the earthquake?-------------------aNo,

v".:a".".it*i
69

YI.

Visible effects and
1.

damage:

-

-

Disturbed objects were observed

by_____-____.

(One, sevorat, many, proportion of

2. Was

there.any visible swaying of buildings or trees?_____

o. Damage
f)

.

population.j

3a'

Bv

iN;;t;;dA;iill

,-: ,.

-.'-ii;r-,6j-

observer?_
-------

---

- 1-

-

---

to buildings- Damage to light structural parts, such as chimneys, tile roofs, o."u*?gl*"?rt"X*;aa;.""t"i;ia"--"e".1

3b. Walls cracked----

,

--

(Number-generatAirectionotmGtUaOlv**cteaw"["t----

-------]

3c. Buildings partially damaged or destroyed_
-------

4.

-

tN"-t.i-*"[;; poo;itc"il;;ct;d:;;"d,

b;i"k;;ir-ro.ced

;;;i.i"-,

ut".i

----

-

DirectionfakenbyfalIenobjects,suchaschimneys,monuments,etc_--.

b. Damage

to water mains, rails, bridges, structural foundations, cables,

etc_

------ib;s*ib;fru1r,;iriilatecuori}o--"geart:ectsliucrrasiaiL-anacaiGs.i-----6. Effects on objects inside

of buildings:

6a. Objects observed swinging or displaced-_
picl,ures, chandeliers, doors, \yater !n open contain€rs, etc.-give directicns in which objects swu[g or
mlls on which obiects were displaced tho gredtest amomt-describe as tuUy as" poisitrte u'sirji

LC^tt^iIs, B]_les,'.Peds,
moved-glv€
direction of

additional

space if nocessary. )

uo.PlasteronwaIls---_-_.iN"ioi.t*t.d,a;[ed,il,kd,th;";-a;*,.i.-_
6c. Pendulum clocks stopoed__

(Giiliil;;1s16;i"s:a-ii"i'ti&i";ni"up";a"t*s**c-app6*6;t"1""stn"r.t"pdd;";d;rfi. -amsi",itii"tJrmriirn
about other pendulum clocks which did not stop.J

VII.

Effects on population

(Fewdou6ttuilor positive of ground

-od;",lt-fe*;;-a;t;ra;;;a-te*;r1;G;--r;;; -;t fuicsrtlck;+en;;t p;i"-;h",
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

(Other sheets of descriptive matter may be attached to this report.)

d;t*its)

